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AssrRACr

Apatites are common minerals in geological and physiological systems, including

igneous, metamorphic, sedimentary rocks, and in hard tissues in vefiebrates (e.g., bones

and teeth). Fluorapatite has valuable applications as in surgical implants owing to ils

bioactivity and mechanical stability. Therefore, it is important to fully understand

fluorine incorporation in the apatitic structure. Well-characterized samples with known

compositions were obtained from Dr. Y. Pan (Geol. Sci, U Sask.).

Fluorine-19 MAS NMR is primarily utilized to research fluorine incorporation in

both natural and synthetic fluorapatite specimens due to its very high lesolution and

sensitivity. Specifically, the stoichiometric fluorapatite site, hydroxyapatite site,

fluoridated hydroxyapatite and hydroxyl-substituted fluorapatite sites, B-type carbonate

(CO3F) site, calcium fluoride impurity (CaF2) site and certain defect sites are

distinguished and assigned by NMR techniques in conjunction with other measurements.

The peak assignments are based on chemical shifts and compositional knowledge. In

addition, the peak width is used to assess the crystallinity and substitutional purity, and

acculate anisotropic parameters are extracted by slow spinning MAS.

A general trend is found that with the existence of carbonate, excess F- is

favoured to bond to carbonate presumably as a (CO3F)3- unit, substituting for a PO¿3-

tetrahedron (i.e., B-type carbonate site). The rest ofexcess fluoride first substitutes for

hydroxyl anions in c channels to form fluo¡ine-substituted hydroxyapatite (FHAP) in an



accompanying hydroxyapatite phase, or form highly stable CaF2 in fluorapatite matrix if

calcium is available. In fluorapatite-dominated phases, the OH- group substitutes for

fluorine partially in anionic charurels to form HFAP site, which gives rise to a same

chemical shift resonance with FHAP, HAP, and CaFz. REDOR NMR is used to

distinguish between these phases, combined with the sample compositional knowledge.

Minor peaks around the central FAP line are determined to be defect sites. The high

sensitivity and high resolution of reF MAS NMR is shown to be an ideal probe of local

fluoride environments in apatitic materials.
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1. IntRoDUCTroN

Figure l.I: Single Apatite crystal, Cerro del Mercado mine, Durango, Mexico. Specimen

size:3x0.9x1.1 cm, fi'om: lrttp://wrvrv.matsminerals.com by the permit from Matthias

Jurgeit

1.1 General information

Apatites are phosphate minerals that exist ubiquitously in the Earth, and relate to

many areas ofhuman interest. The most cotnmon phosphate apatites in nature are

fluorapatite (FAP) and hydroxyapatite (HAP), which are often synonymous with

apatites.l'2 Both ofthem are intensively studied because of major importance to earth

science, life science, and matelial science. For example, most ofthe human hard tissues

are made of apatite material. Particularly, bones and teeth in biological systems are

mainly composed of hydroxyapatite, fluorapatite, and their carbonate-bearing varieties.2-5



They also participate in body metabolic functions, when used as surgical implants in

modern medicine.6 Accordingly, biomaterials must possess biocompatible and bioactive

properties in order to form chemical bonds with the directly connected bones in their

immediate surroundings.6 That is to say, bioactive material is not only encapsulated by

connective tissue, but comes into direct contact with the surounding bone to form tight

chemical bonds.T Hence, a fuller understanding of their structures, namely the

incorporation of OH-, F- and CO32- into apatites, is very important for biochemistry,

biology and material science.

Hydroxyapatite (HAP) is a major inorganic constituent ofdental enamel and

corlical bone, but with a lower stability and higher solubility in bodily fluids than

fluorapatite.8 With time, thus, people are more susceptible to have tooth decay and bone

fractures due to the mineral loss in bones at older age.

Fluorine-containing apatites, including fl uorapatite (FAP), fl uoridated

hydroxyapatite (FHAP) and hydroxyl-substituted fluorapatite (HFAP) have lower

solubility (suitable for long-term replacement) and higher stability (suitable for high

temperahu'e plasma-spray coating) with increasing fluorine content,6'e and are all

biocompatible with both soft and hard tissues.r0 Fluoride participates in the formation of

calcium phosphate, and has significant effects on mineral properties. The most notable

effect of fluoride is that this ion substitutes hydroxyl in the c axis (anionic column) of

hydroxyapatite structure, giving rise to a reduction in crystal volume and a concomitant

increase in structural stability.6 In the process ofenamel mineralization, free fluoride ions

in the fluid phase are believed to accelerate the hydrolysis ofacidic precursors, and

increase the driving folce for the growth ofapatitic mineral. Once fluoride is incorporated



into the enamel mineral, the F- ion likely affects the subsequent mineralization process by

reducing the solubility of the mineral, thereby modulating the ionic composition in the

sunounding fluid and enhancing the matrix protein-mineral interaction. However, excess

fluoride leads to anomalous enamel formation by retalding tissue maturation.rl It is worlh

noting that enamel minerals found in vertebrate teeth also have a wide range of CO32- and

fluoride substitution.lr Additionally, incorporation of fluorine into HAp (i.e., FHAp) has

also been proven effective in preventing dental caries. All ofthese properties make FHAp,

HFAP and FAP better biomaterial constituents for surgical applications compared to pure

hydroxyapatite. This is one of the major reasons why fluorapatite, fluorine-substituted

hydroxyapatite and hydroxyl-substituted fluorapatite materials have been investigated as

coatings for metallic or ceramic implants rather than hydroxyapatite itself.6, l2

1,2 Apatite structure

Commonly, apatite minerals have an empirical formula of Cas(PO+}F*(OH)r_* in

a hexagonal space group with a unit cell mtltiplicily 2=2.13 The monovalent anions (F- or

OH-) are known to reside primarily along the c-axis, which is usually called the anionic

column or c column, but may differ greatly in their precise location owing to significant

differences in ionic radii.la'15 The c-axis atomic anangements in fluorapatites are clearly

demonstrated in Figure i.2, projected from [001]. The anionic column is made up ofF-

ions in the case of FAP, or OH- ions in the case of HAP, otherwise.
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Figure 1.2: The packing ofthe tlu'ee polyhedra to yield the atomic arrangement of

fluorapatite, projected on [001]. Phosphorus (smallest atoms) are unlabelled in red; Ca(1)

and Ca(2) are labelled with different calcium site numbers of'1 ' and '2' in yellow, as

well as O(1), O(2), O(3) in bright blue; Fluorine anions are the biggest circles in dark

blue. The phosphorus bond to O(3) represents two such bonds to two different

overlapping O(3) atoms.l3 (With the permission of the Mineraiogical Society of America)

The foundation for understanding the usage ofapatites is established on the study

of its atomic arrangement, which is predominantly based on thlee anionic polyhedra (POa

Ca(1)Oq, and Ca(2)O6X, where X stands for either F- for fluorapatite or OH- for

hydroxyapatite). The structural distinctions between the two anionic end-members (i.e,,

FAP and HAP) are perhaps best understood by examining variations in the tluee

t6



polyhedra concomitant with substitutions ofthe two column anions. They are discussed

individually below:

P-O tetrahedron (POa3-): Phosphorus occurs in tetrahedral coordination in

apatite. The phosphorus is located at mirror planes at r% and /a, and bonded to four

oxygens as shown in Figure 1.2.The O(1) and O(2) atoms are positioned on the same

mirror planes as P, while O(3) is located at general positions with z values of -0.07 and

-0.57.It is worth pointing out that this tetrahedron is essentially invariant between fluor-

and hydroxyapatite. An individual phosphorus tetrahedron is displayed in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3: P-O tetrahedron, with phosphorus in the centre in black

Ca-O polyhedra: There are two types of calcium polyhedra in the apatitic unit

cell: Ca(1)Oe and Ca(2)O6X.

In the Ca(l)Oe polyhedron, Ca(1) is coordinated to nine oxygen atoms in a

tricapped trigonal prism arrangement. The position ofCa(1) atom is at z values near 0 and

%, and bonds to the six oxygen atoms (3*O(1), 3*O(2)), which are in minor planes at

rYq and1A, forming the trigonal prism. Another th¡ee oxygen atoms (3*O(3)) are



essentially coplanar with Ca(1), and are bonded to it tkough the prism faces to form the

tricapped trigonal prism. It is worth noting that the Ca(1) polyhedr.on shows very little

response to the incorporation of different column anions in the two end-members of

apatite. The detailed structure is outlined in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4: Ca(l)Oe polyhedron, with Ca(l) as central cation in blue

In the Ca(2)O6X polyhedron, the Ca(2) atom is located af either rVc or rya

minor plane, bonds to 6 oxygen atoms (O(1), O(2), 4*O(3)) and one column anion (X).

The major structural difference between fluorapatite and hydroxyapatite is in these

polyhedra, corresponding to the different X anion and its location in c columns. The

polyhedron is depicted in Figure 1.5.

In the case of fluorapatite, this polyhedron is invariant thoroughout the entire

crystal structure because ofthe uniform F- position in the anionic channel. Owing to its

invariant structural nature, fluorapatite has the best stability and lowest solubility among



apatites; however, in the case of hydroxyapatite, these polyhedra are structurally short-

range disordered in a series according to the precise locations ofthe oH- groups. This is

because the oxygen atom in the OH complex is too big to fit into the minor plane, so its

position varies in a series among adjacent unit cell, then reverses at the point ofthe

F/OH (x)

Figure 1.5: Ca(2)O6X polyhedron (X either as F- for fluorapatite, or OH- for

hydr oxyapatite), with Ca(2) as central cation in dark blue

presence offluorine or vacancy in c column (so-called reversal sites, see Figure l.l0).

For this reason, hydroxyapatite is of a lower symmetry with lower stability, compared

with fluorapatite.

T9



Normally, the apatite end-members (r0 or 1) contain column (F- or OH-) anions

associated with mirror planes af z=Ya, % in each unit cell. In hydroxyapatite, the OH-

anions are disordered above or below each mirror plane by -0.35 Å; whereas in

fluorapatite, the F atoms are located exactly on the mirror planes. Because the anionic

sites in any column are separated by only cl2, or approximately 3.4.Â, there is extensive

interaction between the occupants of adjacent sites. In other words, the occupants ofa

given site can affect the occupants ofthe adjacent sites in the same anion column along c.

1.2,1 X'luorapatites

FAP [fluorapatite x=\f (formula weight : 504.3 g/mol Q : 1), density : 3.2

g/cm3, molecular volume : I 57.5 Å3, with unit cell parameters c:6.884 ,4 and a:9.367

.,4): In addition to the invariable POa tetrahedra, Ca-O polyhedra, the F- anions lie exactly

on the minor planes (z:% and rTt) at the centres of the t\¡/o co-planar triangles

contributed by three Ca(2) and three POa3- groups, namely the anionic channels are filled

up by F- ions at the intersections of the mirror planes (=% and r3/t) and the c axes, with

minimum volume and maximum stability, That is to say, fluorapatite has an ideal

hexagonal crystal structure in the Pfilm space group, according to X-ray difflaction.lT, l8

(Figures 1.6 and 1.7)

20
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The Ca(2) cations form triangles at the planes of z=Ya and %. Each ofthe th¡ee

calcium atoms at the corner ofeach triangle is bonded to the central F anion, the Ca(2)-F

bonds lying in these planes as well. The phosphorus-oxygen tetrahedra (specifically, p,

O(1), O(2)) also generate tri angles in fhe r% and % planes, but with a screw angle of

about 60" degrees relative to the calcium ones. Once again, due to the small atomic size,

the fluorine anions reside exactly on the centre ofPOa triangular planes too. In summary,

the Ca(2), P, O(1), O(2), and F anions all lie in the minor planes at rYc and % (i.e., ar

0,0,t/a;0,0,%).

Conversely, Ca(1) and O(3) atoms are out of these mirror planes (rt/a and%).

Ca(l) is located approximately halfivay between these planes. Particularly, Ca(l) is

positioned aT z = -0, -%; in addition, O(3) is in a general position ofz values of -0.07

and -0.57.

Crystallographically, fluorapatite has PO¿3- tetrahedra associated with two

different calcium-based polyhedra: Ca(1)Oe and Ca(2)O6F. The atomic arrangement of

polyhedral components in fluorapatite, projected from [001], is demonstrated in Figure

1.8, which also shows the three polyhedra of POq3', Ca(l)Os and Ca(2)O6F.

22



Figure 1.8: [001] projection of atomic arrangement of fluorapatite. From www.und.edu/.../mineral/ qeol318/webpaqe/iose/
(Dec. 7th, 2005). Drawn wittr Shup"s çO.i" Oo*ttt¡
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1,2.2 Fluoridated hydroxyapatites (FHAP) and hydroxyl-substituted

fluorapatites (Hf'AP)

FHAP and HFAP [0<x<1]: FHAP results when F- ions partially replace OH- units

in the c-channel of hydroxyapatite. On the contrary, HFAP results when OH- ions are

partially substituted by F- in fluorapatite matrix.

From the point of view of atomic anangement, both FHAP and HFAP have the

coexistence ofOH- and F- anions, but differ by the anionic majority in the c column

matrix. FHAP indicates that the majority anionic occupants in the c channel are OH-

groups, i.e., hydroxyapatitic matrix; while HFAP indicates a fluorapatitic matrix with

fluoride anions as the major component in the c channel. In both cases, the c columns are

disordered differently according to the majority of its occupants. Natural and synthetic

apatites are usually a mixtule of either FAP and HFAP, or HAP and FHAP, along with

minor impurities. The main difference, therefore, between FHAP and HFAP is the major

anionic residents ofthe c axis.

1,2.3 Hydroxyapatites

HAP [hydroxyapatite, x:0] (when Z : 1, formula weight : 502. j g/mol, density =

3.2 g/cm3, molecular volume : I59.3,4.3,withunit cell parameters c:6.879Å and

a:9.424 .þ: Besides the regular positions for calcium and phosphorus polyhedra, the O

of the OH- end member occupies the c axis column, which is located about 0.35 Ä above

or below the triple Ca2* and POa3' triangular planes (refer to Figures 1.6 and 1.7), and the

O-H bond-direction always points away from the minor planes (see Figure L9) at =Va

and z:To .t6

24



Although the ideal apatite atomic aruangement is best described by the hexagonal

P63/m space group, pure hydroxyapatite actually crystallizes in a sub-symm etric p21lb

monoclinic space group.t3 Because the size ofthe OH- anion is too large to sit on a rigid

plane defined by three Ca2+ cations, the OH- anions are displaced either above or below

the plane associated with calcium triangles at any individual anion site in a seriesl3'le

(Figure L10). Such a displacement destroys the local Pfilm symmetry by eliminating the

mirror plane, and transforms the system to a lower symmetry P2lb space group. From

the point ofview of Ca(2)06(OH) polyhedra, tilting ofone polyhedron arising from the

ordering in the c column causes the adjacent column along the å axis to be ordered in the

opposite sense (i.e., below or above the plane respectively), The symmetry thus reduces

to P21b, as a consequence ofcolumn anion ordering. One hydroxyapatite unit cell with

partial oxygen disordering in the c column is shown in the diagram in Figure 1.9.

--l
¡* .- -"--. . ",,."t..

l
¡

Figure 1.9: Partial oxygen disorder in one ofthe anionic columns ofthe hydroxyapatite

unit cell. Yellow oval stands for oxygen; and pink circle represents hydrogen.

I
t.

'I
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For hydroxyapatite, in order to achieve an average disordered pfulm structure,

one-halfofthe hydroxyls in any column must be located above the particular minor

plane, and the other half below. Within the [002] columns, in which few vacancies or

impurities occur', the OH- anions are ordered either above or below the mirror planes in

'reversal sites', in which the sense of the ordering (above vs. below) is reversed. In other

words, in any individual column in the pure hydroxyapatitic phase, all anions are ordered

in the same sense. Also the sense of ordering (i.e., anions either above or below the plane)

in any individual column alternates relative to adjacent columns along the å axis. Thus,

with the addition of sufficient fluorine ions or vacancies as reversal sites, ordering

reversal ofthe hydroxyls is facilitated and hydroxyapatite reverts from P2¡lå back into

Pfulm symmeTry.13'20 Natural hydroxyapatite, indeed, contains enough impur.ities and/or

vacancies in the anion columns to turn the ordering around; therefore they belong to the

nominal P63lm space group. If viewing the entire c axis anion chain as a whole system,

each mir¡or-related site is half-occupied either above or below, Thus an average Pfilm

symmetry is preserved.

Many natural and synthetic apatites do deviate from the ideal P6tlm structure,2l

but these deviations are generally very small. It is reasonable, therefore, to discuss the

atomic arrangements of all apatites relative to the hexagonal PQlm unit cell in ordel to

facilitate direct comparison among them.l4' 22

Hexagonal anion columns of fluorapatite and hydroxyapatite are depicted to scale

in Figure I . 10. Column 'F-' anions in fluorapatite are located exactly on the minor planes

at r%,34 in successive unit cells. Column 'OH-' anions in hydroxyapatite are

represented as thlee successive hydroxyls disordered 0.35 Ä belovv the minor planes and

26



F- oH-

F2%

z=2 Y4

z=l%

z:l t/4

---3/1,- /4

X'igure Ll(): Central column comparison between fluorapatite and hydroxyapatite among

four adjacent hexagonal unit cells
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three successive hydroxyls disordered above the minor planes, with the sense ofordering

reversed by an F anion (stippled) as 'impurity'; the H atoms þink circles) are not drawn

to scale,13

1,2.4 Carbonate-bearing Fluorapatites

Natural apatites often contain carbonate components as a consequence ofthe

exposure to natural environments during formation. Carbonate-bearing fluorapatites with

lattice-bound CO¡2- ions are the major constituents ofbones and teeth ofthe verteblates.la,

23 The structural positions of CO¡2- ions in carbonate-bearing fluorapatite, as inferred

from IR absorption spectra, are divided into two classes: A-type and B-type.la'24

(i). A-type: CO32- ions are located in the anionic channel with their ionic planes

parallel to the c-axis, taking up two-fluorine positions for both space and charge balance.

' ! ' stands for a vacancy in the following equation.

F- + F-: CO32'+ n

(2). B-fype: A CO32- moiety combines with a F- ion to form a tetrahedral-like

(CO3Ð3- group, substituting for a POa3- tetrahedron, with space and charge balance.

POa3'= g6rz- * U-

The 'excess fluorine' is defined as F content above that needed to fill the

monovalent sites along c axis, also called nonstoichiometric.25 Ifcarbonate coexists with

excess fluorine during fluorapatite precipitation, F- ions will be preferentially located

interstitially in the remaining vacant sites left from the CO32-, for a type-B POa3'

replacement.26 In other words, if carbonate is incorporated into the fluolapatite structure

with the presence of excess fluorine, it would firstly combine with F - to form a

28



tetrahedral-like (co3F)3- complex, then replacing the phosphorus tetrahedron. Thus the

B-type carbonate-bearing fluorapatite structure is expected in this case; otherwise the A-

type structure is likely to occur. The B-type carbonate-bearing fluorapatite structue is

illustrated in Figure 1.11. This is only one view; our work is to determine if we see

evidence for this type of carbonate.

--Z=ll4---

Figure 1.11: Site occupancy offluoride ion in B-type carbonate fluorapatite structure.

Reprinted from Journal of solid state chemistty,84, K. Beshah; C. Rey; M. J. Glimcher;

M. Schimizu; and R. G. Grffin: Solid State Carbon-l3 and proton NMR Studies of

Carbonate-Containing Calcium Phosphates and Enamel, P. 71-81, Copyr.ight (1990), with

permission from Elsevier.

When a planar CO32- ion substitutes for a tetrahedral POa3- group, the vacant O

site is occupied by a F- ion.26 This CO32- substitution type in apatite structure was
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ascertained by x-ray diffraction and FTIR;26 Heating experiments clearly indicate that the

nonstoichiometric F is expelled together with structural CO2, which proves their

intenelationship.n Ho*"u"r, the substitution of (C03F)3- for phosphorus-tetrahedron is

not energetically favourable, resulting in a destabilizing effect on the apatite structure

(e.g., an increase in the solubility).26 This point remains under dispute in the literature.

Some papers report that it was concluded by some literatures that'there is no clear

relationship between the original fluoride content and the amount of CO32- incorporated

during apatite precipitation';26' 27 while the others summarized that, 'there is a clear

conelation in natural cat'bonate-bearing fluorapatite between nonstoichiometric F and

structural carbonate'.25

1.2.5 Defects

Defects are very common in both natural and synthetic apatite structures. For

instance, vacancies are widespread along the c-axis,la There are many possibilities for

defects to manifest themselves, however, only two types of major defects in the anion

columns are considered in this paper: FZ F and FOF, where ' n ' represents a vacancy

at the fluorine channel, and 'O' stands for a divalent oxygen ion in the c axis, replacing

one fluorine. These two types ofdefects can be detected by electron paramagnetic

resonance (EPR) spectroscopy. Major substitutions responsible for these defects in the c-

axis channel are illustrated as follows:

(1). (Fn F).: F- + F- + F- = F- + ! + F- (missing the middle fluorine ion in F

chain with one positive charge, compared with FFF)
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(2). (FO\-: F- + F- + F- = F- + 02- + F- (one oxygen replacing the middle

fluorine with one negative charge, compared vvith FFF)

The occurence of defects changes the local nuclear environments, which can be

monitored by certain experimental methodologies, such as EPR and NMR. The presence

ofdefects is associated with different substitution and mechanisms, hence plays an

important role in determining the resulting apatite structures.

1,3 Characterization technique

1.3.1 Nuclear magnetic resonance

1.3,1,1 Principles of NMR

Nuclei, like electrons, have quantized energy spin states. The spin quantum

number (I) determines the number of energy levels for a celtain nucleus, which is an

intlinsic nuclear property. For example, spin-% nuclei only have two energy states,

labelled as mt= +1/2 and -I/2. For quadrupolar nuclei, the energy levels can be denoted

as m7= +i/),+7/2,+5/2,+3/2,+1/2, or m¡ = ll, +2,+1 efc.. The absolute value of the

nuclear spin energy splitting is dependent on the strength ofexternal magnetic field, The

higher the external magnetic field strength, the greater is the energy separation, and the

relationship between them is linear. This is illustrated by the Figure 1,12,
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Figure 1.1 2: Relationship between the external magnetic field strength and the nuclear

spin energy separation

A nuclear spin can be excited if it is exposed to appropriate radiofrequency (rf)

imadiation, which results in the nucleus being plomoted to a higher energy spin state.

After the inadiation is turned ofl the excited nucleus will lose the extra energy coming

ftom the inadiation, and relax back to its equilibrium state. The nuclear magnetic

resonance (NMR) experiment measures the voltage induced in the coil by the precession

of nuclear spins in a sample, first in the way of a time domain signal, so-called free

induction decay (FID), then transformed into a flequency domain spectrum though a

mathematical calculation called Fourier transformation (FT).

Nuclei in different molecules have different nuclear environments, such as

different electronic densities and electronic distributions, resulting from different intrinsic

nuclear interactions. These differences generate dissimilar chemical shielding on the

particular nucleus exemplif,red as the chemical shift, which is a key identity towalds

characterizing different nuclear sites. The chemical shift contains both isotropic and

anisotropic constituents :

(1). For the isotropic parl, it is the average value ofthree principal components:
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ôi,o=(ðrr+ô22+ô33)/3

where ô¡ ¡, ðzz, and ô:: are the three principal chemical shift components.

(2). The chemical shielding anisotropy (CSA), denoted as 
^ð, 

and asymmetry

parameter (Ìì) are a description ofthe shape and breadth to its spectr.al envelop, which

provide information about the specific nuclear environment. In this thesis, anisotropic

parameters used are the span (C¿) and skew (rc):28

O:ô¡ 1-ô33

r=3 *(õ22-ô¡56)/C)

Regarding an entire nuclear system, the total nuclear interaction can be expressed

by the Hamiltonian as below:

H= Hz + Hcs + Hg+ If + Jt¿ze

where each factor is described as follows:

Hz is the Zeeman interaction between the nuclear magnetic moment (¡r) and the external

magnetic field (86). This is a nuclear intrinsic property, and independent of time,

orienlation, and rf pulses;

flcsr is the chemical shift interaction between the magnetic moment (¡r) and the local

magnetic fields, generated by electronic charge circulation around the obserued

nuclei. This factor has two pafis: isotropic (ô¡ro) and anisotropic components (Q, r);

.Ë1g is the quadrupolar interaction between the nucleal quadrupolar moment

(eQ) and the electric field gradient (EFG). It consists ofa first-order term I/q(r)

and a second-order term lft(2), both of which are anisotropic;

If is the J-coupling interaction between nuclear magnetic moments (¡r) mediated by

electron spins in chemical bonds (no B6 dependence);
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.F1¿ is the direct dipolar interaction between the magnetic moment of one spin (p1) and

the local magnetic f,reld generated fi.om another magnetic moment (pz) through

space.

1.3.L2 Magic Angle Spinning (MAS) Method

In contrast to liquid NMR spectra, which usually display very sharp peaks caused

by free molecular tumbling, static sample solid-state NMR spectra possess relatively

largel line-broadening, which is due to anisotropic nuclear interactions and the fixed

atomic arrangements. In order to simpli$, the solid-state NMR spectrum, a mechanical

approach, so-called magic angle spinning (MAS), is widely used for both r.esolution and

sensitivity enhancement, based on its Hamiltonian formula. This technique is to

purposely fast-spin a sample at certain angle with respect to the direction ofthe external

magnetic field, resulting significant reductions in anisotropy nuclear interactions. The

MAS mechanism is sketched in Figure 1.13.

Specifically, the chemical shift interaction under MAS is described in detail as:

ô = ô¡o + 1 /2 (3cos20 - l) * lI /2 (3cos2p - 1) (ô¡ - ôi,o) +1 /2 cos2B cos2o (ô¡ ¡-ô22)l

where c., B are polar angles which specifr the o¡ientation ofthe principal axis system

(PAS) in the frame of the spinning system. Obviously, this term is closely related with

the factor of(3cos2e-1). Ifthis factor can be eliminated deliberately (i.e. 0=54.7'), the

chemical shift will be reduced to its isotropic value. According to this derivation, if the

sample under investigation is spun rapidly at this angle with respect to the external

magnetic field, the spectrum is simplified significantly. This is why this method is called

"magic angle" spinning (MAS).30
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Figure 1.13: Scheme for magic angle spinning mechanism

For the heteronuclear dipolar interaction on MAS experiments, its Hamiltonian is

described by the equation of:

I$¡ : d(t) S, c I"

where both .Sr, 1, are nuclear spin functions; and the term d(t) is a spatial factor,

suggesting that heteronuclear dipolar interaction depends strongly on the time under

MAS. The spatial factor can be expressed as follows:

d(t) = d{sin2B*'cos2(cx,+o,t) - {2sin2Bxcos16¿+6¡,4¡

where crl. is the angular spinning rate of the sample, a and B are the azimuthal and polar

angles ofthe internuclear vector \ ith respect to the spinning axis, Under integration over

the whole rotor-cycle, the d(t) factor turns out as zero. Therefore, the average value ofthe

dipolar interaction behveen unlike nuclei over each rotor cycle is zero under the condition



of MAS. That is to say, MAS averages out the unlike nuclear dipolar interaction during

whole rotor cycle.

If the spinning speed is significantly larger than the relative powder pattern line-

width in units of Hertz, rnany nuclear interactions can be largely reduced. That is to say

that:

(1) the chemical shift anisotropy is averaged out and only the isotropic value

remains in the spectrum, as indicated above by its Hamiltonian formula;

(2) the heteronuclear dipole-dipole interaction is reduced sharply according to the

spinning speed;

(3) ) the J-coupling interaction appears only as a small shift in the spectrum,

which is a minor influence for the solid state NMR;

(4) the firstorder quadlupolar interaction is diminished depending on its strength;

It is very cleal that the MAS process simplifies the spectrum significantly, and

many perturbations (anisotropic interactions) can be removed from experimental

detection.

1.3.1.3 RXDOR Approach

Rotational-Echo DOuble-Resonance (REDOR) NMR spectroscopy, first invented

by Gullion and Schaefer in 1988,31 is a useful and efficient technology for resolving

detailed molecular structure through the determination of the relative orientations and the
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Figure 1.14: Magnetization movement regarding to the echo pulse sequence
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Figure 1.15: Echo formation process

measurement of internuclear distances. It is widely used in chemistry, biology, and

materials science.

This experimental REDOR NMR technique involves the spin echo pulse

sequence under MAS with rotor-synchronized double-resonance conditions,32 They are

discussed individually below:

(1). The spin echo pulse sequence on the observed spin S serves to refocus the

magnetization at the echo-peak, rephasing the magnetic field inhomogeneity in order to

obtain larger lesonance intensity. A 90" pulse is first applied on spin S to rotate the

magnetization into the xy plane, and then another 180" pulse (an integer multiple rotor

cycle delay after the 90" pulse) is used to refocuse the dephased magnetization back into

maximum intensity. Consequently, an echo signal is constructed (see Figure 1.14 and

1 . 1s).



(2). The function of MAS in REDOR experiment is to remove all of the first-

order interactions and part of the other effects; certainly the dipolar interaction is

cancelled out in the absence ofæ (I) pulses (refer to Figure 1,17).

(3). Double-resonance signifies that two rffields are applied onto two different

spins within the same NMR experiment. In the case of REDOR, an echo pulse sequence

is exerted on spin S, and a series ofrotor synchronized z pulses are applied on spin I for

reintroducing the dipolar interaction back into the system.

Interestingly, the orientation ofthe local magnetic dipolar field HL on spin S,

generated by spin I, can be flip-flopped by the direction alternation of spin I. Ifa 180"

pulse is applied on spin I, it changes the orientation ofspin I, therefore varying the

dipolar field H¡. So the l-spin z pulses serve to reverse the sign ofthe dipolar coupling

constant (refer to Figure 1.16). In our case, the purpose of the æ pulses on spin I in the

middle ofthe rotor period is to reintroduce the heteronuclear dipolar interaction back into

the spin system. Therefore, at each half-rotor period, the æ (I) pulses modif,i the dipolar

interaction dephasing nature under MAS environment for observed spin S, which results

in a net dipolar dephasing at the begiruring ofdata acquisition. Consequently a non-zero

dipolar interaction is present at the end ofevery rotor cycle, and the spectrum with z (l)

pulse produces a reduced signal by reason ofthe re-appearance ofthe dipolar interaction

in this system.
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HrJ
Figure 1.16: Illustration of orientation reversal of the local S spin magnetic field H¡,

generated by a neighbour I spin. r is the internuclear separation. The application ofone I-

spin æ pulse changes the direction oflocal field experienced by spin S.

Due to the cancellation of the dipolar interaction by MAS performance, the

spectrum without the n (I) pulses reaches a maximum intensity, which is called the ,full'

signal (S¡). Ifthe magnetization intensity right after the n/2 prise on the S spin is denoted

as S¡, the full signal magnitude can be indicated as,56 = g,xs -r'{crrlr2, 
where ly'" is the

number ofroto¡ cycles, Z, is the rotor period, and 72 is the transverse relaxation time.

With the increasing N" value, the full signal intensity right after N" cycles decreases if T,

and T2 remain constant. The reduced signal (S) can be specified in the same way as:

Sr = S'i,¡e -^¡cr¡lrz cos({), where Q is the net dephasing angle (total phase accumulation) and

þ = (NcTtD/g'l2sin2psino. The detailed pulse sequence is depicted in Figure 1 .17.

I

Y 
.."'t'

, +."1,1

I spin n pulses
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Figure 1.17: Two rotor-cycle pulse sequence for the REDOR expetiment. Left column

without n (I) pulses results a full signal So. Right column with n (I) pulses results a

reduced signal S,.

In brief, the REDOR NMR has two rotor-synckonized radio-frequency (rf)

pulses exeÍed on two different spins (I and S) under the magic angle spinning (MAS)

condition,



In practice, the spectrometer records these two spectra sequentially under the

same experimental conditions, and then subtracts the reduced signal from the full signal

in order to generate the difference signal. Due to the high similar.ity of the experimental

conditions, the other nuclear interactions can be disregarded (i.e., they have no influence

on the difference signal) except that the dipolar interaction is re-introduced by the zr (I)

pulses. The difference signal /S:.9¡-,S, is dependent only on the strength ofdipolar

interaction, which is inversely related to the cube ofthe distance r5¡ between spins S and I.

Interestingly, for an isolated I-S spin-% pair., an experimental array of the signal

intensities (/S) vs. the number ofrotor cycles (N") produces a curve with an universal

shape, i.e., the dephasing curve applies for all heteronuclear spin pairs.3l

Accordingly the relationship between D and 15¡ is:

Dts=1t 
oy ry 

"h/I6n2rrr3

where DIs is the dipolar coupling constant between two isolated unlike spins; 1, and ys are

the nuclear gyromagnetic rutios; h is Planck's constant; and r,, is the internuclear distance,

rsr can be calculated experimentally, making REDOR a very useful technique for

structural determination.

The REDOR NMR technique can be most easily utilized for isolated spin-% pairs,

however for multispin and quadrupolar systems, the analyses become more complicated.

Nevertheless it still has widespread utility for structural determination, bond distance

measurement, and atomic connectivity. In this thesis, the REDOR approach is used for

detecting the corurectivity between the leF and 3lP nuclei.

Structurally speaking, in a fluorapatite matrix, associated with each F- ion are

three POa3- groups located in the same plane with F and Ca(2) ions, which is
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perpendicular to the F- axis. According to x+ay data, each leF nucleus in FAp has three

nearest 3lP neighbours at a distance of 3.60.4,.33 That means 3lp and leF nuclei are close

enough to interact with each other inside the hexagonal unit cell, to produce a

heteronuclear dipolar interaction. under fast MAS condition, the dipolar interactions

between P-F, F-F, P-P are sufficiently averaged out, then only the p-F dipolar coupling is

re-introduced back into the system in order to get the information about P-F connectivity.

Therefore, in our experiments \we assume that the homonuclear. dipolar interactions are

relatively small and can be neglected.

1,3.1.4 Multinuclear NMR of Apatites

ttF NMR is a very powerful technique for structural studies because the 100%

natural abundance and high gyromagnetic ratio give a very high sensitivity and resolution,

the spin-% nucleus leads to a simple spectrum, the reasonable Tl and T2 make the

experimental duration acceptable, and the F-F dipolar coupling can be well averaged by

fast MAS. The reF MAS NMR spectroscopic methodology is an ideal probe for apatitic

characterization due to high sensitivity, high resolution, and a large chemical shift range

(-6 ppm between FAP and HAP), which permits the distinction of various fluorine-

containing apatites (FAP, HFAP, FHAP, and HAP). On the contrary, it is very difficult

for x-ray diffi'action due to significant structural similarities.

Much research has been done on apatites by leF MAS NMR. The characteristic

FAP site at - 103 ppm and shifts associated with hydroxide substitution have been

observed by several groups.6'16'3s'36'4lBeshah et al.e studied B-type carbonate-bearing

apatites in a l3C-enriched FAP by several NMR methods, and tentatively assigned the -88
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ppm peak to a F- site related to the carbonate. However, the nature ofthe putative type-B

(CO3Ff- stlucture has been disputed by Regnier et a1.26 who recorded r3C NMR spectra

ofa non-spinning carbonate-bearing fluorapatite sample characteristic ofpure planar

carbonate, with no observed coupling to leF. This group proposes that excess fluoride is

located rather in interstitial environments. Panl? studied leF-3lp connectivity by REDOR

NMR, but did not use this technique to distinguish between CaF2 and HFAp/FHAp. No

references have been made to the defect sites in apatitic matrices.

Our focus is on the disordered anion sites in apatite structures. We have found

connections between carbonate components and the -88 ppm peaks and the identification

of defect sites by fast spinning leF MAS NMR, plus the distinctions of the CaF2

contamination from the HFAPÆHAP sites at the - 109 pprn peaks by REDOR

methodology.

rH NMR is also a spin-% nucleus with a very high resonance frequency (599.9

MHz under 14.1 T magnet) and natural abundance (99.90/"). 'H NMR ir an ideal tool to

quantitatively and qualitatively study the hydroxyl group (OH-) and the adsorbed water in

apatites. It was observed that the structural hydroxyl group gives a resonance at

approximately 0.2 ppm; whereas the surface-adsorbed water gives rise to a peak at about

5.6 ppm.3a In the case ofpure hydroxyapatite, there is one major line at 0-1 ppm from the

structural OH- group, and another slightly more intense line at ca. 5-6 ppm from surface

absorbed water; whereas for fluorapatite, a single main peak at 4-8 ppm is related to

adsorbed water.34'" Howeuer, a common problem in lH MAS NMR is interference from

rotor materials made of proton-containing polymers. While in some cases the spectra are
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informative. we were unable to obtain spectra free fi'om peak overlapping, consequently,

rH NMR only provides little help for the apatite structure determination.

r?O NMR is a spin 5/2 quadrupolar nucleus with very low natural abundance

(0.038%) and resonance frequency (81.3 MHz at 14.1T).It is difficult to obtain natural

abundance l7O NMR spectra, and isotopic enrichment is almost always needed. With the

aim of increasing sensitivity ofthe central transition, a multiple rotor-assisted population

transfer (multi-RAPT) experiment may be used. This relatively new solid-state NMR

technique36 enhances MAS NMR sensitivity for quadrupolar nuclei, by transfering

polarization associated with satellite transitions to the cenTral m:l/2 <> -1/2 transition.

The preparing æ pulses invert the populations between adj acent nuclear splitting states in

satellite transitions, and enhance the population difference for the central transition.

In the apatite matrix, there are three oxygen sites, which form P-O bonds in a

phosphorus tetrahedron, and Ca-O bonds in Ca(1) and Ca(2) polyhedron (refer to Figures

L2,1.3 and 1.4). Therefore, the r70 NMR spectrum should have three different

resonances conesponding to these oxygen sites (refer to Figures 3.28 and 3.29). Also

from the spectral simulation process, the quadrupolar nuclear information (Cq, r¡) can be

extracted. Thus this r7O multi-RAPT NMR approach is very useful fol general apatitic

structural investigation.

3lP NMR is a very receptive spin-% nucleus with an inter.mediate resonance

frequency (242.8 MHz a|.14,1T) and 100% natural abundance, resulting in an easily

obtainable "P NMR spectrum. This nucleus is very useful to identify calcium phosphates,

because phosphorus always coordinates to four oxygens in apatitic matrixes. The number

of bridging oxygen atoms (n) in POa tetrahedral units gives rise to different values ofthe
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3lP chemical shift anisotropy,u Ho*"u"r, the 3lP NMR spectra is the same for all apatites,

owing to the invariant POa unit in both FAP and HAP. As a result, 3rp NMR carmot

distinguish FAP, HAP and F-containing FAP based on their insignificant structu¡al

differences with respect to their phosphorus local sunoundings. In other words, 3lp NMR

can clearly identifu phosphate content in apatite, but can not permit a distinction among

apatites with different fluorine contents.

1.3,2 X-ray diffraction

The essence of the XRD experiment is to determine the crystai structure through

diffracted x-ray pattems. When x-ray radiation strikes a crystal, the beam will be

diffracted in a certain mamer depending on the crystalline atomic anay. This diffraction

pattern is a fingerprint for the crystal structure. Therefore, XRD can easily probe apatitic

crystal geometry. However it cannot distinguish the structural differences between FAP

and HAP because they are very similar, structurally speaking. The only difference

between fluorapatite and hydroxyapatite is the presence and position ofthe F- and OH-

anions in the [002] columns. Because ofthis, it is impossible to distinguish them

explicitly by x-ray diffraction.

1.3.3 F ourier-transform infrared spectroscopy

FTIR detects the vibrational modes of chemical functional groups in a sample.

When infrared light intelacts with the matter, chemical bonds will stretch, contract and

bend, As a result, a functional group will absorb infrared radiation of specific energy

regaldless ofthe rest ofthe molecular structure. In our case, FTIR is used to determine



the existence ofthe carbonate functional group in FAp, and is also used to distinguish

between type-A and type-B carbonates.

1,3.4 Scanning electron microscope and electron microprobe analysis

SEM can generate images at magnifications orders of magnitude greater than the

conventional light microscope. EMPA is employed to determine the elemental oxide

component ofapatites. These techniques are applied in our case to quantiÍ! elemental

composition in our samples. All of our samples were analyzed by these two instluments

for the determination of compositional properties.

1.3.5 Electron paramagnetic resonance

EPR is a type ofspectroscopy in which molecules containing unpaired electrons

absorb microwave radiation. This technique gives very detailed information about the

microscopic distribution of point defects in crystals. All EPR spectra in our study were

obtained under identical experimental conditions (i.e., the same quartz tube was used in

all experiments with same sample size, radiation dose, microwave power, etc.) in order to

facilitate direct comparison ofthe amount of paramagnetic centers between different

samples. With this information, a detailed model for defects can be proposed.

Accordingly, this methodology is used to discover the defects in FAP anionic channel.

1.4 Purpose

In this thesis, 'eF MAS NMR is employed to obtain quantitative and qualitative

structural information about fluorine environments in apatite materials. leFl3lp¡ REDOR,
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rH,3rP, r7o, and l3C NMR were also used to chancterizeour samples. These NMR

techniques are used in conjunction with XRD, FTIR, SEM and EMpA, and EpR by our

collaboration (Dr. Y, Pan) in order to characterize the local fluorine environments in a

series ofnatural and synthetic samples (also provided by Dr. Y, Pan). We gain valuable

information concerning: (a) crystallinity, (b) anisotropic parameters, (c) stoichiometric

fluorapatites, (d) carbonate components, (e) CaF2 contamination, (f) defects along the c

axis, (g) FHAP and HFAP substitutions, and (h) the hydroxyapatire matrix.

2.F,xPERTMENTAL

2.1 Sample description

All samples were supplied by Dr. Yuanming Pan from the University of

Saskatchewan. For convenience, they ate numbered FAP- 1, FAP-2. . . .HAP- 19 to FAP-20,

as given in Table 1. The samples investigated in this study can be divided into six groups

on the basis oftheir origins and methods ofpreparation required.

(1). FAP-I, FAP-2, FAP-3, FAP-I5, and FAP-16 are natural millimetre- to

centimetre-sized (in diameter) crystalline samples, crushed and handpicked under a

binocular microscope for fuilher purification (i.e., to remove mineral inclusions and Fe-

oxide coating).

(2). FAP-6 and FAP-5 are samples ofsynthetic fluorapatites sintered and

unsintered, r'espectively, purchased from Supelco of Sigma-Aldrich. Portions (about 200



mg each) of the FAP-6 sample were further annealed under atmospheric pressure at

1000"C, 1200'C and 1400"C in open platinum crucibles for about 2 hours as annealing

samples.

(3). FAP-7 and FAP-8 are synthesized single crystals from high-purity chemicals

(>99.99%) by slow cooling of CaF2-rich melrs from 1350"C to 1220'C.

(4). FAP-9, FAP-I0, FAP-11, FAP-12, FAP-13, FAP-t4 are synrhetic samples

prepared from (NH4)H2PO4, Ca(OH)2, NaF and deionized water in Teflon bombs at about

180"C. FAP-9, FAP-I1, and FAP-13 were air-dried at room temperature, while FAP-10,

FAP-12, FAP-14 were dried by heating at940"C,500"C and 150'C respectively. The

chemical reaction scheme is displayed below:

6(NH4)H2PO4 + 1OCa(OH)2 + 2NaF ::: Ca16(POa)6F2 + 6NH: + 2Na(OH) + l8H2O

(5). FAP-4, FAP-17 and FAP-I8 are aggregated carbonate-containing fluorapatite

samples, and HAP-19 is a carbonate-F-bearing hydroxy apafite aggtegaTe. Mineral

separation was not possible for this group of samples owing to their fine-grain sizes.

(6). FAP-20 is a natural carbonate-bearing sample from fossilized elephant tooth

(enamel) from Africa.

All samples were first examined for impurities by SEM and EMPA, then for

carbonate content by FTIR and powder XRD. Electron paramagnetic resonance

spectroscopy (EPR) was canied out on samples ofFAP-5 and FAP-6 (and its annealed

ploducts) for the detection ofdefect sites. The individual sample resour.ces and

preparation methods are listed in Table 1 and the compositional information ofnatural

samples are included in Table 2.
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Sample
number

FAP-I
ßAP-2/3

Sample Nature

Table 1 : Sample Descriptio[ (providerrbyDr.pan)

F'AP-4

FAP

FAP-5

Carbonate-bearing FAP

F'AP-6
tr'AP-7

Carbonate-bearing FAP

FAP-8

Synthetic FAP

F'AP-9

Synthetic FAP

FAP-10

Svnthefic FAP
Srmfhefic FAP

FAP-II

Physical Description

Svnthefic FAP

FAP-12

Svnthetic FAP

Yellowish sreen crvstal

FAP-13

Dark colored crystals

SvntheJic FAP

F'AP-14

Synthetic FAP

F'AP-15

White powder assresates

FAP-16

White oowder lunsinte¡ed)

Synthetic FAP

F'AP-17

White oowder lsinteredl

Synthetic FAP

F'AP-l7

Colorless crvstals

FAP

FAP-I9

(lÕlÕrless crvstâ ls

I.-AP

F'AP-20

Location/Method of Preparation

White

Carbonate-bearins FAP

White powder

Carbonate-bearing FAP

Durango, Mexico

powder

Ca¡bonate-bearins HAP

White oowder

Levant mine, Comwall, UK

Ca¡bonate-bearins FAP

White po3wder

Holmbush mine. UK
Supelco lSiema-Aldrich chemical comoanv)

Whrte Dowder

SupeÌco lSisma-Aldrich chemical comnanv)

Whlte Dowder

*Samples 2/3 for Figure 5 and Figure l8 spect¡a a¡e duplicated materials of carbonate-bearing fluorapatites.
*+ rù/ithout specified 's),nthetic' samples in,sample nature, column ate natuÌal ones.

Synthesized from CaFz-rich melt at 1220'C

lJlue crvstals
Pink crvstals

Synthesized from CaFr-rich melt at 1220'C

Green assresates

¡drothermal sy¡rthesis/air dried

Dark colored ass¡esates

Hydrothermal synthesis (annealed at 940"C
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(provided by Dr. Pan)
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2.2 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy

All NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian Inova 600 spectrometer using 3.2

mm double- or triple- resonance probe.

Figure 2.1: Varian Inova 600 NMR superconducting magnet (14.1 T) used in this work
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Figure 2,2: Acquisition module of the Varian Inova 600 spectroscopy used in this work

2.2.I IgX'MAS NMR

Fluorine- 19 magic angle spinning NMR spectra were acquired at 564.5 MHz,

with a Vespel 3.2 mm double-resonance probe. Sample sizes ranged from 10 to 40 mg,

and spinning speed was at 16 kHz, unless otherwise noted. All other reF chemical shift

parameters (ôi,o, Q, and rc) and relative line intensities were obtained at a MAS rate of

approximately i6 kHz, which is valuable in identifying the anion species and positions in

apatite structure, All leF MAS NMR experiments employed a 3 ps radiofrequency pulse

for a quantitative and homogeneous excitation, which conesponded to about 30To of the

pulse duration required to reach maximum signal intensity from a reference sample of

commercial solid sodium fluoride (NaF), Signal averaging of64 transients were collected

with a relaxation delay ranging from 60 seconds to 300 seconds depending on the reF
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spin lattice relaxation time. The time-domain FID data were Fourier-transformed to yield

spectra exemplihed as follows. The chemical shift was externally referenced to

commercial sodium fluoride at -225.0 ppm, relative to hexafluorobenzene (C6F6) at 0

ppm. Linear prediction and baseline conection were utilized as needed in the processing

of the FID. Spectral simulation and peak fitting were accomplished by ,STARS, software

(Varian, Inc.).

The rotor was originally housed in a Kel-F stator, an F-containing polymer,

resulting in a huge baseline curve in leF spectra. In some circumstances, it was very

diffrcult to remove the probe influence even though linear prediction and baseline

conection programs were applied, So probe modification became a chief issue for the

spectral quality enïancement. With the aim ofdecreasing the leF probe background

signal, the Kel-F rotor stator in the double-resonance probe was r.eplaced by a Vespel

spirning module (Vespel housing) owing to the absence of fluorine content.

Consequently, the reF spectral quality is improved significantly by this probe

modification. The FAP-7 spectra from Kel-F and Vespel probe are shown in Figure 2.3,

depicting the comparison before and after rotor housing material improvement. From the

spectral comparison, it is very clear that, the Vespel rotor housing provides a very flat

baseline even without linear prediction procedure.
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Figure 2,3: FAP-7 reF MAS NMR probe background comparison between two rotor

housing modules: (a) Kel-F probe without linear prediction and (b) vespel probe without

linear prediction

In spite ofthe rotor housing issue, the rotor end-cap and drive-tip are made of

Torlon, a polymer that also contains traces offluorine. Accordingly, a rotor peak can be

found in every leF spectrum at about -123 ppm,with variable intensity coresponding to

the sample mass. This rotor signal is illushated by the empty rotor spectrum from the

Vespel probe (Figure 2.4). However, with the presence of sample, the majority of
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fluorine source is from the sample rather than the rotor, and its presence does nol

influence spectral integration.
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Figure 2.4: leF MAS NMR spectrum from empty rotor using the Vespel probe

2.2.2 teF 
{3tpl REDOR NMR

With the intention of correctly assigning the - 109 ppm peak, a REDOR

experiment was done on natural sample FAP-16. Since the pulses are synchronized with

the rotor rotation period in this method, the spinning rate has to be very stable and

accurate. The rotation rate was stable within+2H2, and the rotating rate was 12.5 kHz.

The pulse field strengths for both fluorine and phosphorus were 50 kHz (Brr=Brr:50

kHz, where B1 stands for the rfpulse strength, and F and P stands for fluorine-l9 and

phosphorus-3 1, respectively. The REDOR pulse sequence used is shown in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: REDOR pulse sequence

2.2.3 'H NMR

rH NMR spectra were recorded using a triple-reso nance 3.2mm probe wtlh a22

pl rotor volume. The Torlon material ofthe rotor drive-tip and end-cap contain proton

constituents, which adds a tremendous signal to the rH NMR spectra (see Figure 3.32).

Distilled water (H2O) was chosen as external reference material with chemical

shift of 4.8 ppm, relative to TMS at 0 ppm. The sample sizes ranged from 4 To 20 mg.

The Bt pulse length was 6 ps conesponding to 90'tip angle. Recycle delay was 6

seconds or shorter. The number of scans was 64.

As the proton has a very high magnetogyric ratio and natural abundance, all lH

spectra were easily collected in a very short period of time. Both single-pulse and rotor-

synchronized echo experiments were carried out for the examination of the local proton

environments in our samples. Because echo-pulse experiments can reduce the probe

background, its spectra result in better resolution. However, the rotor end-cap and drive-

tip also contain hydrogen nuclei, resulting in a very broad peak at 6.4-6.9 ppm,
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obscuring the water resonance and peak ofthe structural hydroxyl. Therefore, tH NMR

spectra cannot provide much information about apatite structure in our cur¡ent

instrumental condition.

2.2.4 t1 O multi-RAPT NMR

Due to the very low natural abundance, this experiment was carried out on an

oxygen-enriched fluorapatite sample. It was prepared by l7o isotopic exchange reaction

at 1100'C using 76.7%o 
r7O enriched water (from Isotec). The r?O enrichment level

measured by J-coupling satellites in 31P MAS NMR revealed that the sample only

contained about 5% tto. Thir l7o erLrichment reaction is known to result in the formation

of Ca(OH)2 (and possibly CaO), as confirmed by EPR analysis.

Pulse length was 15 microseconds with recycle delay of5 seconds. Number of

transients was 360000 for overnight (ovemight acquisition). Spinning rate was 7 kHz,

and H2O was used as an extelnal reference at 0 ppm.37 Exponential linear prediction was

applied to implove baseline appearance. The pulse sequence for multi-RApT36 NMR

technique is indicated in Figure 2.6.

For a single RAPT pulse segment, 'n' preparing zr pulse cycles (n:20) are applied

to the satellite transitions for polarization transfer, then a 90" pulse is applied on the

central transition to obtain an increased spectral sensitivity. In the case of multiple RApr

technique, the single RAPT process is repeated multiple times (m:8), producing further

enhancement in the central transition sensitivity, based on the single RApT result, The

ItO MAS spectrum was simulated using Wsolidl.
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Figure 2,6: Multiple RAPT pulse sequence

2,2,5 3IP NMR

3rP MAS NMR was canied out on an pure FAP sample (FAp-l). The spinning

speed is 8 kHz. Number ofscans is 500, and recycle delay is 120 seconds. The H3pOa is

used as external reference with a chemical shift at 0 ppm.

3. RnsuLTS Ar{D DrscussroN

We have studied over 20 natural and synthetic fluorapatites and a hydroxyapatite

by employing many labolatory instruments. The results are classified into two major

groups, first describing the samples, as received from Dr. Pan, and then the NMR work

done for this thesis research.
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3.1 Sample charactertzation, as received from Dr. pan

SEM examinations demonstrated rhat FAP- 1, F AP-213, FAp-7, FAp-8, FAp- 1 5,

FAP-16 and FAP-18 are generally devoid of mineral impurities, whereas FAp-4, FAp-17

and FAP-19 contain minor amounts of quartz, albite and/or hydrous aluminosilicates (i.e.,

kaolinite/chlorite). However, fluorine-rich minerals other than fluorapatite were not

observed in any sample investigated in this study. This suggests that the reF NMR

resonances are quantitatively related to structural F configurations.

EMPA showed that FAP-5, FAP-6, FAP-7 and FAP-8 are very close to the ideal

fluorapatite composition; experimental error is within analytical uncertainty. Also all

FAP sampies, including the carbonate-bearing varieties, are generally homogeneous in

fluorine composition, except for the hydroxyapatite sample with a significant spatial

variation in fluorine content. This simplifies the leF NMR spectral intetpretation

considerably.

Powder XRD analyses (as well as EPR) demonstrated that Ca(OH)2 is present in

FAP-S, whereas FAP-6 and its lower temperature annealed products (1000'C and 1200"C

lespectively) contain both CaO and Ca(OH)2, In addition, FAP-9, FAP-10, FAP-I1, FAP-

12, FAP-13 and FAP-14 contain only fluorapatite and closely approach its ideal

stoichiometry [ CaroGO+)oFz]. However, SEM observations suggested that these samples

are composed of sub-micron-sized crystals of fluorapatite in some cases with unreacted

starting materials (e.g., NaF).

FTIR spectra illustrated that the A-type carbonate is not observed in any ofthe

samples investigated in this study. On the other hand, FAP-2/3, FAP-4, FAP-15, FAP-17,

FAP-I8 and FAP-I9 contain B-type carbonate and OH groups; while FAP-7 and FAP-8



are free of carbonate and oH groups. Samples FAp-5 and FAp-6 do not contain

carbonate, but do have trace amounts of the hydroxyl groups. The annealed FAp_6

(1400"C) sample possesses OH, however Ca(OH)2 is absent. Additionally, FAp_9, FAp_

10, FAP-11, FAP-12, FAP-13. FAP-14, and FAp-16 reveal no carbonate groups,

however, the spectra are complicated by adsorbed water.

3.2 Nuclear magnetic resonance Characterization

3.2.1 reF NMR

Fluorine-19 NMR is a powerful methodology to characterize F incorporation into

fluoride-bearing apatites. The isotropicreF chemical shift of fluorine-containing apatites

corelates with the relative fluorine content.6 The chemical shift, anisotropies,

asymmetries, and linewidths, are also related to the F environment in apatites.16

3.2.1.1 Sample crystallinity

There are many reasons for NMR spectral line-broadening in solids. The five

most important ones are:

(1). Paramagnetic impurities

(2). Quadrupolar interaction

(3). Dipolar interactions

(4). Chemical shift distribution

(5). Sample crystallinity

Paramagnetic impurities such as iron and manganese play an important role in the

NMR line broadening. This is because the unpaired electrons in paramagnetic ions couple
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with the nuclei orders of magnitude more strongly than the other interactions, which

results in very broad peaks, and can obscure other resonances. However, the samples we

used in this study possess very little or no paramagnetic components. Thus, there are no

substantial NMR effects caused by this mechanism.

As leF is a spin 112 nucleus, quadrupolar broadening does not contribute to this

system. Other residual interaction, since chemical shift anisotropy and dipolar

interactions are generally averaged out by sufficiently fast sample spinning at magic

angle, would not contribute to significant line broadening." Becuur" all samples are

devoid of A-type carbonates, the c-axis is mostly occupied by fluorine and hydroxyl

groups. The F- and OH- ions in the apatite crystal are predominantly ionically bonded

and well separated, accordingly, heteronuclear dipolar broadening does not affect MAS

linewidths.16 Therefore, the leF NMR peak broadening is likely caused solely by the

distribution ofisotropic chemical shifts in disordered character of the samples. The

isotropic chemical shift distribution is caused by locally different microscopic

environments,26 resulting in the differences in IeF MAS NMR linewidths. In most cases,

the MAS linewidth of poor-crystallized (approximately 10 ppm) and highly crystalline

(approximately 1 ppm) phases differ by at least a factor of ten.6 Thus NMR is efficient in

detecting the degree of crystallinity in a solid sample with the natural samples having

much greater linebroadening than the synthetic samples, caused by sample intrinsic

atomic anangements.

If a material is well-crystallized, all elemental environments are identical and are

anayed in exactly the same pattern. With very few impurities and defects, the excited

spins relax back to their equilib¡ium state very slowly, due to a lack of mechanisms to
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dissipate the extra energy (fi'om the rfpulses) in the rigid crystal lattice. Therefore, both

the spinlattice and spin-spin relaxation times (T and rz) are very long. Furthermore, z2

has a reciprocal relationship with the peak width if no other mechanisms for line-

broadening are present, consequently, a narrower peak linewidth indicates a greater

degree of crystallinity.

On the contrary, for poor-crystalline objects, there is no exact vr'ay to repeat

individual unit ceÌls through space. Therefore, the particular nucleus under examination

has numerous different nuclear surroundings (i.e., no uniform resonance behaviour in

excitation and relaxation process). Thus the NMR spectrum, as a sum of numerous

individual local environments, displays a broader outline shape. Indeed, its fi and Z2 in

disordered materials are generally very short, since the excess nuclear energy from rf

inadiations can more easily dissipate to its suuoundings. Consequently, the spectral

linewidth in poorly-crystallized phase is relatively broad.

Because of the highly consistent laboratory preparatory conditions, the synthetic

samples were generally well-crystallized, which resulted in very sharp MAS NMR peaks.

On the other hand, the natural samples generally had broadened NMR peaks due to the

variable and uncertain natural formation process.

A synthetic example is FAP-8, which was synthesized from CaF2-r.ich melts by

slow cooling fi'om 1375 to 1220'C. This sample is free ofcarbonate and OH groups at the

detection limit of FTIR.

The pure, well-crystallized fluorapatite has only one sharp isotropic FAp peak at

-102.9 ppm in its spectrum, with a spectral halfJine-width of merely 128 Hz under

regular spinning speed (see Figure 3.1). This nanow line suggests substantial crystallinity.
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Figure 3,1: reF NMR spectrum for well-crystallized synthetic sample FAp-g

A natural example is FAP-2, obtained from millimeter-sized single crystals of

calbonate-bearing fluorapatite, f¡om Levant Mine, Cornwall, UK. This powder. sample is

dalk-colored in as-delive¡ed specimens. FTIR spectra suggested the presence of B-type

CO3 groups (about 3 w|% COù, but showed no evidence of OH or molecular H2O.

The FAP peak(91.7%) in reF NMR spectrum (Figure 3.2) is about 1520Hzwide,

which suggests disorder in the F environments. This spectrum thus reflects the unknown

natural formation process, even though it is a pure single crystal.

A minor peak at -88.9 ppm (8.3%) probably relates to the presence of carbonate

(refer to the carbonate detection section 3.2.1.7).
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Figure 3.2: reF NMR spectrum flom natural sample FAp-2

The spectral linewidth differences between synthetic and natural samples are

caused by intrinsic crystalline structure (i.e,, isotropic chemical shift broadening) when

oH is absent. However, with the presence of oH-, two factors contribute to the linewidth:

the crystallinity and the hydroxyl incorporation, because OH- compromises F- long-range

order, and alte¡s the isotropic chemical shift slightly.

3.2.1.2 Determination of anisotropic NMR parameters

A synthetic fluorapatite sample (FAP-9) is selected here to extract accurate

anisotropic NMR parameters. This sample has excess fluorine and undetectable carbonate.
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The powder XRD pattern suggested that this sample closely approaches the ideal

fl uorapatite composition.

Different spinning speeds result in different sideband envelopes, For the powder

pattern (static), the spectral envelope appears obscured in the baseline. It is generally very

difficult to distinguish the real anisotropic spectral shape due to F-F dipolar interaction.

However, with very fast spiruring, the spectrum contains only a single sharp line, and all

ofthe anisotropic information is removed. Accordingly, an intermediate spinning speed is

the most suitable for the acquisition ofthe anisotropic shielding parameters. In order to

extract accurate span (O) and skew (x) parameters, FAp-9 was spun at a low-speed

spinning rale (5.6 kHz), as well as at a regular rate (16 kHz) for comparison with others.

The simulated and experimental spectra are displayed in Figure 3.3 from slow spinning

velocity, and the spectra in Figure 3.4 are from faster spinning rates.

According to the fitting procedure for the low-speed spectrum, the span (O) for

the major FAP site is estimated to be 88+2 ppm, with a skew (rc) of - 0.5+ 0.2. The

regular-speed specf a have two peaks: one is the on-stoichiometric FAp site (78%) with a

chemical shift of - 103.1 ppm, span of 90 ppm, and skew of -0.5. This is consistent with

the low spinning speed results. Another peak is at -108.5 ppm with balanced intensity

(22%). This resonance is assigned to CaF2 based on the REDOR experiments (refer to the

REDOR section of 3,2.1.5).
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Figure 3.3: Shielding tensor calculation on FAP-9 from low-speed reF MAS NMR
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Figure 3.4: reF NMR spectra (FAP-9) at regular rotation speed (16 kHz)



It is worth pointing out that there is no signal at -gg ppm, which may be a sign of

the carbonate absence in this sample, as confirmed by the FTIR result (refer to the

carbonate detection section 3.2.1.7).

3.2.1.3 Natural pure fluorapatite

This natural crystalline sample (FAP-1) was prepared from large size (cm-scale),

semi-gem quality crystals of fluorapatite, from Duango, Mexico. The colour was

transparent yellowish green with high compositional homogeneity. It was crushed and

hand-sorted under a binocular microscope by Dr. Pan for further purification, for example,

removing mineral inclusions and/or Fe-oxide coatings. This sample had all elements in

exactly the same propofiions as its theoletical formula ratio (on-stoichiometry), The pure

composition implies that the c-axis is occupied by only fluoride ions in this fluorapatite

sample, as supporled by its reF NMR spectrum (Figure 3.5).

The reF NMR observation shows a single peak at -103.6 ppm with 100% intensity.

However, the peakwidth is fairly broad, which indicates that this sample is crystallized

poorly due to its natural formation process.

Owing to the absence ofcarbonate, no peak occurs at -88 ppm (refer to the

carbonate detection section 3.2.1.7).
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Figure 3.5: reF MAS NMR spectra for pur.e natural fluorapatite FAp-1



3.2. 1.4 Natural hydroxyapatite

It has been established that the IeF isotropic chemical shift decreases (becomes

more negative) with gradual sample compositional changes from stoichiometric

fluorapatite, through hydroxyl-substituted fluorapatite phases or F-substituted

hydroxyapatite phases, towards pure hyd'oxyapatitel.. pure FAp has aleF chemical shift

around - 103 ppm, whereas practically 'pure' HAp gives a chemical shift at

approximately - I 09 ppm. Because leF NMR can observe only fluorine incorporation,

while'clean' HAP possesses limited fluorine content as reversal points of oH chain in c

axis, the pure HAP also can be probed by reF NMR. It is worth pointing out that the

difference between so-called pure HAP and fluoridated HAp is the fluorine concentration

in the anionic chan¡rel. The former has no more than minimal F ions for the reversal of

the OH ordering, while the latter owns far more F ions compared with HAp. In addition,

if the c chan¡el is occupied primarily by fluorine, with the random insertion ofOH

groups in between, the hydroxyl-substituted fluorapatite is present in fluorapatite matr.ix;

while if the c-axis occupant is F only, stoichiometric FAP is present. Due to random

substitution, the chemical shifts for both FHAP and HFAP have some uncertainty and

usually vary in a small range depending on the fluorine concentration and the local

environment. Accordingly, the HFAP and FHAP peaks range from - 103 to - 109 ppm

with a broad linewidth, which cannot be spun out by MAS owing to the intrinsic F

structure. As a result, two separated peaks are commonly present in FAp and HAp

spectra as indicators ofthe F sequence in the c-axis dimension.

The natural carbonate and fluorine-bearing sample we used here came from a

specimen offine-grained, radiating needles of hydroxyapatite, from Beartooth Mtns,
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wyoming. sEM indicates this is a heterogeneous sample. The reF NMR spectrum of this

mate¡ial is illustrated in Figure 3.6. Three major resonances are present in this spectrum:

a - 103.1 ppm peak with intensity of 45%o; a -89.4 ppm peak with inrensiry of 2%, which

is probably related to the carbonate content (refer to the carbonate section of3.2.1.7); and

another peak with over a half of the F concentrati on at -109.2 ppm (53%).
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Figure 3.6: reF MAS NMR spectrum for hydroxyapatite sample HAp-19 ( # rotor peak)

The - 103 ppm peak relates to FAP crystallite owing to specimen sample

inhomogeneous composition. In a hydroxyapatite matrix, the c channel is largely
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occupied by oH- groups. However, this HAp sample incorporates tremendous amount of

fluorine anions, i.e., a large percentage ofF anion sunounded by oH in an FIAp phase,

which gives rise to an intense (45%) teF NMR resonance as an indicator of a relatively

long FFF.., chain along the c-axis. Except the carbonate-related peak at _g9.4 ppm, the

rest offluorine is incorporated into the majority ofthe oH groups in the c channel (i.e., a

long oH chain intemrpted by fluoride anions randomly). Thus, this - 109 ppm resonance

is assigned to the FHAP site, based on the sample composition information. The FHAp

site (oH chain disturbed by F) has a greater absolute occunence than the FAp site (long

fluorine chain) in the HAP matrix due to the lower F content in HAp matrix, so FHAp

site has a greater signal intensity (52%). This agrees with the compositional analysis and

XRD identification.

3,2.1.5 Assignment of the -109 ppm peak in fluorapatife by REDOR

By coincidence, CaFz has the same IeF isotropic chemical shift as HAp, HFAp

and FHAP sites at about - 109 ppm3e, and many spectra from both natural and synthetic

FAP samples have this particular resonance. consequently, further evidence is required

to assign this peak correctly, since CaF2 is known to contaminate both natural and

synthetic apatites.

A reFl3rP¡ REDOR NMR experiment was camied out on a natural sample (FAp-

i6), which possesses excess fluoride but appalently no carbonate. This sample is from

Minas Gerais, Brazil, and the crystals are prismatic in morphology and light pink in

colour. The REDOR spectra with different acquisition cycles (Figure 3.7-3.9)
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demonstrate two dominant resonances: the - 103 ppm peak as FAp site and the unassigned

-109 ppm signal.

Considering the sample nature, this - 109 ppm peak cannot to be caused by HAp

and FHAP sites owing to the fluorapatitic matrix. Thus it could be due to HFAp, caF2, or

both.

Based on the theory of REDOR NMR, the non-recoupled spectrum (a) is without

3rP dephasing n pulses resulting in full intensity; and the recoupled spectrum (b) is with

rotor-synchronized 3lP dephasing pulses resulting in reduced intensity. The difference

spectrum (c) is the subtraction from (a) to (b), which indicates the tlu.ough-space

connectivity between leF and 3lp nuclei.

c
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PPM -25.0 -45.0 -65.0 -85.0 ¡05.0 _125.0 _145.0 _165.0 _1&5.0

Figure 3.7: tnF{''P} REDOR spectra with two pulse-sequence cycles: (a) decoupled by

MAS; (b) recoupled; and (c) difference spectrum. 2 cycles o = 160 ¡rs



PPÀ4 -n.0 -40.0 -@.0 €O.O -1m0 -1200 -1.to.0 -160.0 - i8o.o

Figure 3.8: ttF{"P} REDOR spectra with four pulse-sequence cycles: (a) decoupled by

MAS; (b) recoupled; and (c) difference spectrum. 4 cycles o = 320 ps

PPM -200 40.0 -60.0 -80.0 -1oo.o -120.0 _140.0 _i6o.O _180,0

Figure 3.9: tnF{"P} REDOR spectra with six pulse-sequence cycles: (a) decoupled by

MAS; (b) recoupled; and (c) difference spectrum. 6 cycles o = 480 ps
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Comparing three groups of REDOR spectra, it is obvious that:

(1) Two cycles ofthe pulse sequence result in a small difference signat at - 103

ppm (FAP site), lvith no difference signal at the -109 ppm location.

(2) With foul pulse-sequence cycles, the difference signal ofthe FAp site is

becoming more intense, however no difference signal at - 109 ppm position is evident.

(3) After six pulse cycles, the FAP difference signal is very strong, but still no

appreciable intensity is present at the - 109 ppm.

For the FAP resonance, the growing difference signal at - 103 ppm with the

increasing pulse cycles suggests that the leF and 3lP nuclei are in close proximity inside

the apatitic unit cell, resulting in the intense spectral modification by the dephasing 3rP

pulses. On the contrary, the - 109 ppm resonance has no difference signal thorough out

three REDOR spectra, which means fluorine-l9 in this site remains far away fiom

phosphorus-31. Specifically, fluorine in this site is outside ofthe apatite phase.

Consequently, REDOR experiments assign this -109 ppm resonance to CaF2 site, by

eliminating the possibility of assignment to the HFAP site.

The broader peakwidth ofthe -i09 ppm resonance is fi.rther support for the

assignment to calcium fluoride. In CaF2, eight fluoride anions are located symmetrically

in between corner and face-centered calcium cations,ao with a short internuclear distance

of 2.7 Å,. These fluorine ions possess a very large hornonuclear F-F dipolar coupling as

calculated by the formula:

Dtt :3 
¡t oy 12 

h I 32nz r 
rr3

where DII is the dipolal coupling constant between two isolated homonuclei; ¡ro is

permeability constant (po=4æ* 10-7 kg m's-24-2); T, is the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio
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(To=25.131*16ztad.Kg-l.s'A); å is Planck cons tant (lt=hl2n, h=6.626* 10'3a Kg*¡12+r-z;.

and r,, is the internuclear distaîce (rFF=2.7 Å). The calculated dipolar coupling constant

for isolated F pairs in caF2 crystal is 5407 Hz, but the experimental dipolar interaction is

much greater than isolated single pairs because ofthe eight close-packed fluorine ions in

each cubic unit cell. Therefore, the 12.5 kHz spinning speed in REDOR experiments

cannot completely remove the CaF2 homonuclear dipolar interactions. This is why the

linewidth remains unchanged within the rotation rate up to 16 kHz (see Figure 3.10). On

the other hand, for the fluorapatite structure, the F-F homonuclear distance is

significantly larger at 3.4 ,Â., which results in a weaker homogeneous dipolar interaction

of 2708H2 for an isolated single F-spin pairs. The experimental dipolar coupling in FAp

should be almost the same as these isolated single spin pairs, owing to the differing

geometrical anangements (F in the one-dimensional linear chain vs. the cubic CaF2

crystal). So the leF NMR line broadening of fluorine-containing apatites decrease greatly

with the incleasing sample rotational speed. That is to say, the CaF2 signal should have

significantly greater homogeneous dipolar line broadeningal, and require a faster MAS

speed for averaging, compared to the HFAP signal, which is in agreement with the NMR

spectral results.

The linewidth caused by heterogeneous dipolar interaction can be ignored in our

case. In section 1.3.1.3, the dipolar coupling constant between unlike nuclei can be

calculated through its formula. However, the heteronuclear coupling (F-O and F-Ca) is

negligible for both fluorapatite and fluorite because of the extremely low natural

abundance of r7o 
i0.037¡, Ca-41 (0.000) and Ca-43 (0.145). Thus, the line broadening is

dominated by homonuclear dipolar interaction.



For the purpose of examining the lineshape dependence ofthe - 109 ppm

resonance on spiruring speed, this sample was spun at different speeds of6, 12, and 16

kHz (Figure 3.10).

0 -20 -60 -100 -140 -180 ppm

Figure 3,10: 'eF MAS NMR spectra of FAp-16 at different spinning speeds: (a) 6 kHz;

(b) l2kFtz; (c) 16 kHz

The reF MAS NMR spectra at different spinning speeds illustrate the

homogeneous nature ofthe dipolar interaction in this sample. From the 6 kHz spectrum

(Figure 3.10a), the -109 ppm peak is actually broadened out to invisibility by slow MAS,

even though the spinning speed is much greater than the fluorapatitic F-F dipolar

interaction, but it is much less than the caF2 dipolar broadening because ofthe multispin



nature. This observation fuither indicates that the - 109 ppm peak does not arise from the

HFAP site, but from caF2. Furthermore, the -109 ppm resonance appears only when the

rotation rate is much higher than the intrinsic F-F dipolar interaction in the caF2 site, i.e.,

the dipolar coupling is suff,rciently averaged out by fast MAS (Figure 3.10 b and c). The

lower spinning speeds average the - 103 ppm peak dipolar coupling, but they do not for

the - 109 ppm peak, For - 109 ppm peak: if FHAP, it would average, but if CaF2, it would

not due to homogeneous dipolar interaction. Therefore, this peak is caused by CaF2.

Why is the - 109 ppm peak assigned to the FHAp site in hydroxyapatite? Within

the HAP matrix, oH groups dominate the c-axis anions, and fluorine is only a minority

constituent (as reversal sites, or interrupting for oH ordering), so no excess fluorine can

be used to form the caF2 site. consequently, the - 109 ppm line should be caused by the

FHAP sites. Also the fluorine as deficient constituents preferentially replaces the oH

group in the c column in order to maintain the lowest apatitic energy state, with less

probability to form CaF2 sites. This assignment is mostly based upon sample

compositional considerations.

The synthetic samples FAP-13 and FAP-14 also conrain CaF2 at - 109 ppm (Figure

3.1 1-3.13). Figure 3.1 I clearly shows that, forFAP-13, in addition ro the major FAp peak

at -103.1 ppm (81.3%), another resonance occurs at -108 ppm (lB.7%). Figure 3.12 rells

us that, for FAP-14, the reF spectrum is very similar to that ofFAp-13, but with different

proportions ofthe two sites. The chemical shift oftypical FAp in FAp-14 is at -103.1

ppm (90,5%), and the other peak at -108.7 ppm has an intensity of 9.5%, which is an

indicator of minor CaF2 existence in this sample.
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Figure 3.11: reF MAS NMR spectrum of synthetic FAp-l3 sample
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-40 -80 -120 -160 ppm

Figure 3,12: IeF NMR spectrum of synthetic FAp-14 sample with less CaF2 content



-94 -98 -102 -106 -110 -114 ppm

Figure 3.13: leF MAS NMR of the central part of the two spectra of FAp-13 and FAp-14

Comparing the central part ofthese two spectra (Figure 3.13), one notices that

their general outline shapes are very alike owing to their similar preparatory conditions,

However, the relative -109 ppm peak intensities are somewhat differ.ent. This probably

conesponds to the differences in the manner of drying after sample preparation.

Specifically, FAP-14 was dried by heating for an extended pe¡iod, which offered more

opportunities for transformation of the caF2 content into the fluorapatite structure. Thus

its spectlum suggests less CaF2 and more FAP constituents as compared with FAp-13

treated by air-drying, clearly shown in expanded spectra above (FiguLe 3.13).

Also the -88 ppm resonance is not evident in both spectra, likely due to the

absence ofcarbonate in the laboratory preparatory conditions (refer to the carbonate

detection section 3.2. 1.7).
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A natural fluorapatite (FAP-15) with carbonate and excess fluorine from per1h,

ontario, was predominately composed of fluorapatite. The crystals in the crushed sample

are coarse grained and gr.eyish green in colour. The FTIR spectrum confirmed the

presence ofa significant amount of B-type carbonate group and traces of oH groups. Its

spectrum is displayed in Figure 3.14.

There are three isotropic signals in this NMR spectrum: one is the characteristic

FAP site at -103.2 ppm (77.5%); another is rhe CaF2 site at -108.7 ppm (20%); rhe rest of

the intensity (2.50lo) occurs at -88.7 ppm, which may be related to the carbonate content

(refer to the carbonate section of 3.2.1.7). The greater intensity at -108.7 ppm probably is

contributed by two components based on the sample nature: one is the CaF2 impurity; the

other is due to the OH groups, which may cause HFAP structure as a portion ofthis peak.

The uncertain formation conditions for the natural sample may also leave more un¡eacted

calcium fluoride as a contamination. This example further suppolts the conelation

between calcium fluoride and the - 108.7 ppm peak.

The -88 ppm peak is likely related to the natural formation conditions, as well as

exposure to carbonates (refer to the carbonate detection section 3.2.1.7).
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-40 -80 -120 -160 ppm

Figure 3,14: 'nF MAS NMR spectrum of a natural fluorapatite sample (FAp-i5) with

carbonate and excess fluorine

3,2.1.6 Carbonate incorporation

Naturally occurring apatites almost always contain carbonate due to the

environment of formation.26 The carbonates either replace the fluorine in the c channel as

in A-type constituents, or by combining with excess fluorine, replace the phosphorus-

oxygen tetrahedra as in the B-type structure, both of which can be detected by FTIR.

However FTIR is unable to quantifi the amount of CO3. From the reF NMR point of

view, the carbonate groups associated with F anions should have a resolvable resonance

because ofthe unique F-co3 structure. So the conelation between carbonate presence in
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the apatitic samples along with NMR spectral peaks in particular positions, as well as the

association of carbonate concentration vs. peak intensity, provides very impoftant

information for these materials.

The FAP-3 sample consists of carbonate-bearing fluorapatite, fi.om Levant Mine,

Cornwall, UK. FTIR spectra confirmed the presence of B-type CO3 group (-3 wt% COù,

but no evidence of OH or molecular H2O, Its IeF MAS NMR spectrum is presented in

Figure 3.15.

r.rrrrrrl..rrtrfrrlw
-40 -ao -120 -160 ppm

Figure 3,15: tnF MAS NMR spectra of natural carbonate-bearing sample FAp-3
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The fluorine- 19 MAS NMR spectrum acquired from this natural fluorapatite

sample with excess fluorine and carbonate illustrates that, except for the characteristic

FAP site aL -102.7 ppm with an intensity of 93%o, therc is another signal presenting itself

at -88,6 ppm with the rest ofthe spectral intensity. Based on IR evidence for the existence

of B-type carbonate in this sample, and the presence of the -88 ppm peak in NMR

spectn¡m with its conesponding intensity related to the carbonate concentration, this

resonance can be related to carbonate incorporation. From the l9F NMR spectra in

previous sections, one notices that all samples with carbonate contain this particular

resonance, This further verifies the correlation between the ubiquitous presence of

carbonates for the natural samples and the -88 ppm resonance. Therefore, we confidently

assign this peak to 'F-CO3' sites. However the particular geometry of such B-type

carbonate-fluoride defects is not conclusively defined. owing to the absence ofthe - 109

ppm signal, there are no CaF2 and HFAP sites in this sample, which is in agreement with

the FTIR results,

In order to demonstrate the relationship between the carbonate content and the

intensity ofthe -88 ppm peak, a natural carbonate-bearing fluorapatite FAp-1g from

Geevor mine, Cornwall, UK is described here. Mineral hand separation was not possible

for this sample owing to the fine-grain size. This sample is identical in morphology to

FAP-3 from Levant Mine, Cornwall. However, FTIR experiments show that this sample

contains much less B-type carbonate content than FAP-3 (Figure 3.1 5). The FAp- 1g reF

NMR spectrum is presented in Figure 3.16.
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Figure3.16: TeFNMR spectrum of a natural fiuorapatite sample (FAp-lg)

This spectrum presents th¡ee resonances with significant differences in intensity.

The FAP site gives the most intense resonance at -102.9 ppm (90%); the CaF2 signal is at

-108.7 ppm (7.5%); while the peak at -88.6 ppm with intensity ar.ound 2.5% is related to

the carbonate constituents. The spectral data indicate that this carbonate-related peak-

intensity is much smaller (2.5%o) than that of FAP-3 (7%, see Figure 3.15), which is in

agreement with their respective compositional contents. Consequently, there is a fair
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degree of agreement between the CO3 content estimated from FTIR and that estimated

from the -88 ppm NMR peak intensity.

The EMPA analysis indicated approximately 170lo excess F in the FAp-l8 sample.

The excess fluorine associated preferentially with carbonate to form the ,F-CO3' unit as

B-type carbonate, after which the excess fluorine is believed to incorporate into the

calcium fluoride sites in fluorapatitic matrix, both of which is counted as excess fluorine,

and in a general trend with the EMPA result.

Further evidence for carbonate incorporation was obtained from a carbonate-

bearing fluorapatite sample (FAP-17) from Moculta, Australia.
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-40 -80 -120 -160 ppm

X'igure 3.17: reF MAS NMR spectrum of a natural fluorapatite sample (FAp-17) with

carbonate component (* roto| peak)
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This sample was presented as a fine-grained powder, white in corour. The FTIR

spectrum confirms the presence ofa signifrcant amount of B-type carbonate in addition to

t¡ace oH groups. The reF NMR spectrum of this sample (Figure 3.17) shows evidence of

the -89,3 ppm peak (12.3%), which is due to the occunence ofthe carbonate, in

agreement with the FTIR spectra.

3.2.1.7 Defects in rvell-crystallized synthetic samples

Defects are a well-known phenomenon in apatitic materials, even for perfectly

synthesized single crystals.

An ideal single crystal powder sample (FAp-7) was synthesized from highly

purified chemicals. As a result, this sample is very close to perfect stoichiometr.ic

composition, within analytical uncertainties. The FTIR spectrum gives no evidence of

carbonate or OH gloups. However, EPR spectra of X-inadiated crystals suggest the

presence ofFn F and FoF defects in the anion column, wheren represents a yacancy,

and o stands for oxygen at the Fposition. The FAp-7 leF NMR spectrum was presented

in Figure 2,2, and its l00x amplificarion of the isotropic peak is depicred in Figure 3.1 g.

The complete spectrum shows only the characteristic FAp line af -102.9 ppm (Figure 2.2).

Based on its highly crystalline nature, the halfline-width is so small that it seems this

sample is a'defect-free' crystal. However, when the central pat of its spectrum is

expanded 100 times, many small resonances appear around the isotropic FAp section,

which are a sign offluorine defects in the anionic channel. The vacancies incorporated in

fluorine chain (Fn Ð and the oxygen substituted for an F ion in the fluorine chain (Fo.F)

are two typical defect types, which are detectable by EpR.
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-94 -98 -102 -108 -114 ppm

Figure 3.18: Isotropic peak of the 'nF MAS NMR spectr.um of FAP-7, expanded 100

times vertically

Sample FAP-10 was prepared by aqueous precipitation from commercial materials in a

Teflon bomb at 180"C. This sample was first air-dried and then subject to annealing at

940'C for 24 hours. The FTIR spectra suggested the absence of carbonate groups,

however EPR analysis indicated much more abundant defects in this sample than in FAP-

7. Its IeF NMR spectrum with amplified central insertion is illustrated in Figur.e 3.19. By

examining the entire spectrum, one notices that, excluding the dominant FAP signal at -

102.5 ppm (93.7%), there are a few low-intensity minor peaks around the central

lesonance. The expanded central segment indicates three weak peaks appearing at -100.8

ppm (1.0%), -103.5 ppm (2.1%),and -105,5 ppm (3.2%). All of these low-inrensirypeaks
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Figure 3.19: teF MAS NMR spectrum of synthetic FAP-10 sample and the amplified

isotropic peak

are indicative ofdefect sites, due to their very low intensities and variable chemical shift

values. While defects are universal for both natural and synthetic apatites, in the case of

the natural samples, the small defect peaks are usually undetectable, because they are

dominated by the major peaks with broad linewidth and significantly strong intensity.
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It is worth pointing out that, based on the NMR spectral measurement, the total

defect intensity in FAP-10 is much greater than that in FAp-7, which is consistent with

the EPR results, and also with their respective synthetic procedures. Two major

conditions for defect formations are considered: (l) FAP-7 is synthetic single crystal

from highly pulified chemicals, while FAP-10 was prepared from commercial chemicals

of lower purity; (2)FAP-7 was made by slow cooling from 1350'C to 1220"C, which

allows the atomic arrangement in perfect order, while FAp-10 was kept at high

temperature for a day as annealing, which significantly increased the chances for the

formation of defects due to the elevated temperature.

The final example ofdefects is a commercial fluorapatite FAp-6 (sintered),

purchased from Supelco ofthe Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Company. This synthetic

fluorapatite is light grey in colour and is composed of 100-300 micron-sized grains.

EMPA showed that this sample is close to the ideal fluorapatite composition, within

analytical uncertainties. Furthermore, FTIR spectra indicated the absence of carbonate

groups and only trace amounts ofOH groups. However, EPR analyses revealed the

presence ofboth -F' ! F and FOF defects in the anion column. In addition, powder XRD

analyses demonstrated that FAP-6 contains both CaO and Ca(OH)2. The experimental

and simulated FAP-6 reF NMR spectra and their amplified isotropic peaks are depicted in

Figure 3.20.
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Figure 3,20: reF MAS NMR spectrum of a commercial synthetic sample (FAp-6) with

more defects (expansion ofisotropic peaks appears as insets)

It is apparent that the major FAP signal at - i 03.0 ppm (g1%) has very naffow

peakwidth, which suggests a highly crystalline intrinsic structure. However, there are four

minorpeaksat-101.0ppm (4%);-105,0 ppm(5%); -t05.7ppm (S%);-tO9.Oppm(2%).
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These low intensity resonances around the central -103 ppm peak are more than likely a

result ofdefects in the fluorine channel, According to the EpR results, the -105.7 ppm

peak may be assigned to the FnF defect site; while the -109.0 ppm peak may arise fiom

an FoF environment, which perhaps converts to a F(oH)F site, owing to the existence of

CaO and Ca(OH)2, as confìrmed by powder XRD analyses. It is apparent that the NMR

experiment is very sensitive to the fluorine local environment and as an analytical tool for

the presence of lowlevel defects.

3,2.1.8 FAP-6 Annealed samples

In order to study the defects in more detail, FAP-6 was annealed under

atmospheric pressure at varied temperatures of 1000, 1200 and 1400'C in open platinum

crucibles for'2 hours. under these annealing conditions, the defect sites are generally

more numerous, which allows us to extract more information about the defects.

After annealing at 1000'C for 2 hours, the FAp-6 sample remains light grey in

colour. Its FTIR spectrum is consistent with that ofnatural fluorapatite (calcium

hydroxide is at a minimal concentration, giving a small OH content). EpR experiments

suggested the presence of both F nF and FOF defects. Its NMR spectrum is shown in

Figure 3.21.
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Figure 3.21: reF MAS NMR spectrum of synthetic sample (FAp-6) annealed at 1000"C

By observing this 1000'C annealed NMR spectrum closely, it is clear that its

general spectral outline stays unchanged compared with that ofthe original FAp-6

spectrum (Figure 3.20), but the defect sites are greatel in number. The high temperature

an-nealing process increases the likelihood for the occunence ofdefects. This general

trend is obvious in the NMR spectral comparison between original and 1000'c annealed

FAP-6 (Figure 3.22). After annealing, the - 105.0 ppm and -105.7 ppm peaks combine

together into one bigger signal. That is to say, the amount ofdefects in the annealed

sample intensifies along with an increasing number ofdefect types (i.e., there is a more

significant distlibution ofdefect sites in numbers and varieties). Because the annealing



process should not modiry the OH or CaF2 concentration, the - 109 ppm peaks remain

unaffected, as well as the - 101 ppm peak.

-94 -98 -102 .106 .110 ,114 ppm

Figure 3.22: reF MAS NMR spectra of the isotropic peaks, showing a comparison

between the original FAP-6 sample and its 1000'C annealed one

The 1200"C annealed sample is also light grey in colour, and the EpR spectrum

reveals the presence of both F'n F and FOF defects. Its NMR spectrum and the

amplified central section are shown in Figure 3.23 and 3.25. There is little variation

between the 1000'c and 1200'c annealed leF NMR spectra, because ofthe insignificant

effects on sample composition and ctystal structure by increasing 200"C amealing

temperature.
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-40 -80 -120 -160 ppm
Figure 3.23: reF NMR spectrum of a synthetic FAP-6 sample annealed at 1200'C

In contrast, the colour ofthe 1400"C-annealed sample is light pink, which is a

sign of structural alteration. EPR spectra indicate the presence of the FnFand, FOF

defects. The NMR spectrum and the amplified isotropic peak are shown in Figure 3.24

and 3.25, respectively, From its NMR spectla, it is clear that the bottom of the central

FAP peak broadens so much that the individual defect peaks are obscur.ed, which

indicates that the number ofdefects in this 1400"c annealed sample appears to increase

significantly (see Figure 3.25).ln other words, a greater distribution of defects (as judged

by the signal intensity and linewidth) occurs in this 1400"c annealed sample compared to

the ones annealed at lower temperatures.
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-40 -80 -120 -160 ppm

Figure 3,24: IeF NMR spectrum of a synthetic sample (FAP-6) annealed at 1400'C

-94 -98 .102 -106 n10 .114 ppm

Figure 3.25: leF NMR spectral comparison of the th¡ee annealed sample



3.2.1.9 Fossilized elephant teeth

Interestingly, one ofthe fluorapatite samples we studied (FAp-20) came from

ancient elephant tooth enamel, from Afi.ica. In the leF NMR spectrum (Figure 3.26), three

major signals are observed: the dominant FAP resonance is at -102.9 ppm (68.5%); a

secondary peak at - 108.7 ppm (31%); and the smallest peak is at -88.7 ppm with the

balanced intensity (0.5%), which is related to carbonate content owing to its biological

composition,

Now we should consider about how to assign the - 108.7 ppm peak. The more than

half of the fluorine content, incorporated into FAP site, implies that this sample is in a

fluorapatitic matrix. In other words, the OH groups function as fractional replacement

sites in the c channel. Therefore, this - 109 ppm resonance is most likely a hydroxyl-

replaced fluolapatite site (HFAP). However, we caffiot rule out the possibility of a CaF2

contribution either. Consequentiy, the - 108.7 ppm peak could be assigned to HFAP

and/or CaF2 contributions, based on the relationship between peak intensity and

knowledge of sample composition. Although this sample contains much carbonate, the

amount ofF is insufficient to achieve stoichiometric balance for FAP, hence very little F

is associated with the CO3.

As indicated before, the tooth mineral composition is mostly based on HAP in

bulk, but the tooth enamel primarily consists of FAP. It is most noticeable that this

natural specimen contains more FAP than HAP, because it is from elephant tooth enamel,

which is consistent with the biological tooth composition, even though the constitution

may vary slight with time and natural weathering.
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Figure 3,26: reF MAS NMR spectrum of an archaeological elephant tooth FAp-20

( * rotor peak)

3.2.1.10 Synthetic sample with NaF impurity at -225 ppm

This sample FAP-12 was synthesized from QrlHa)H2POa, Ca(OH)2, NaF, and

deionized water in a Teflon bomb, then dried by heating at 500'C. SEM observation

reveals that this sample is composed of submicron-sized crystals of fluorapatite, in

addition to urueacted stafiing materials (e.g., NaF). Specially, the leF MAS NMR

spectrum (Figure 3.27) has a peak at -225.4 ppm with 22%o intensity, which is the same as

the isotropic chemical shift ofthe NaF reference materiai. Therefore, this resonance is

caused byNaF as an unreacted impurity, in agreement with the SEM analysis. The very
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sharp peak at -103.1 ppm (69%) indicates a well-crystallized FAP marrix. In addition,

there are two faint peaks around the FAP site, their isotr.opic chemical shifts are - 105.5

ppm with intensity of 0.1%; and - 109.1 ppm with intensity of 8.9o/". This very tiny peak

(-105.5 ppm) is assigned to 'F'nF'defect sites, and the - i 09.1 ppm peak may be caused

by FOF defects, CaF2, or both, but we have no suffrcient proofto distinguish them

precisely,

rrlrrrrtrrnlrrrtrtrrlllr lllrrrlrrrllrrrlllrlllrfllrl rlrll¡

-40 -80 -120 -160 -200 ppm

Figure 3,27: reF NMR spectrum of a synthetic sample FAP-12 with NaF impurity

* denotes the NaF signal
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3.2.2r7o NMR

Due to its spin quantum number I:5/2 (broad spectral envelope), very low natural

abundance (high experirnental cost), and low gyromagnetic ratio (weak sensitivity), the

oxygen-l7 NMR is not a routine technique for structural studies. However, a sample of

pure FAP with 5% I7O enrichment revealed a spectrum, which could be analyzed. The

isotopic eruichment reaction results in formation of Ca(OH)2 (and possibly CaO) as by-

product, confirmed by EPR analysis.

There are three oxygen sites in the fluorapatitic matrix,l3 distinguished as O(1),

O(2), and O(3) (see Figure 1.4-1.8). The r7O NMR spectrum has rhree slightly different

oxygen sites, which is consistent with the crystal structure. The l7O NMR spectrum and

its conesponding spectral simulation are given in Figures 3.28 and 3.29.

From the complete l7O spectrum (Figure 3.28), we can see an intense central

resonance at -100 ppm, that contains all three FAP oxygen sites. In addition, there are

another three resonances that occur at 47,294, and 375 ppm, which correspond to the

MgO, CaO, and ZrO2 sites respectively2e. By deconvoluting the simulated spectrum with

Wsolidl software (Figure 3.29), we suggest that the two r7O sites with similar intensities

and quadrupolar constants (Cq:4.3 and Ca=4.1) are related to O(1) and O(2) due to the

similarity in their local environments. The signal with the largest quadrupolar constant

(Ca=5.9) conesponds to the O(3) site because its local environment is quite distorted.

This experiment shows that even at low sensitivity, l7O NMR can be useful in

determining impurity phases in FAP materials.
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Figure 3.28: tto MAS NMR spectrum of oxygen-enriched fluorapatite

250 200 lso r0û 50 0

Figure 3.29: Simulation of the l7O NMR spectrum for FAP sample
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3,2,3 3IP NMR

"P MAS NMR is a very sensitive probe of local phosphorus environment, but it

is not a very powerful methodology for the study of apatitic structure from the fluorine

perspective. This is because the phosphorus-oxygen tetrahedra vary little in the FAp and

HAP structures, regardless ofvariations in the nature offluorine surroundings in the

anionic chan¡els. Therefore,3lP NMR almost always shows a single peak at the same

shift, even though the apatitic composition varies greatly from fluorapatite to

hydroxyapatite. As a result, only one 3lP NMR experiment was caffied out on a pure

natural fluorapatite sample (FAP-1), and its spectrum is shown in Figure 3.30. The

isotropic chemical shift is 2,5 ppm. This sole sharp peak indicates that the 3lp nuclei are

....¡.'..|..'.|....I....|....|....|'...|....|¡||rIr|!|I,!!rII rrrtrrrrlrrrrlrrrrlrrrrlrrrrlrrrrlll ¡rl
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Figure 3.30: 3lP MAS NMR spechum of natural pure sample FAp-l
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in a uniform tetrahedral structure, The peakwidth suggests a slightly disordered structure

(variations in tetrahedral geometry), which is rooted in the natural formation process.

3,2.4 IH NMR

lH NMR is an effective method to distinguish between the structural and non-

structural OH groups, According to the literature3a' 35, the OH- unit occuning in the c

channel gives rise to a resonance at about 0.2 ppm, while the surface adsorbed water

signal arises at about 6.5 - 6.8 ppm. However, even though the probe baseline can be

¡emoved by an lH echo pulse sequence, the lH content from rotor end-cap and drive+ip

gives rise to an intensely broad signal at approximately 6.5 ppm, which fully overlaps the

adsolbed water signal, and also strongly influences the structural OH- resonance.

Therefore, because rotor resonance dominates the general spectral envelope, this makes

rH NMR less ideal for elucidating apatitic structure.

Figure 3.31 shows the rH spectrum ofFAP-20, which was used for assigning the

- 109 ppm peak, relevant to the leF MAS NMR assignment. The rH MAS NMR spectra of

FAP-20, empty rotor and their central NMR region overlayed comparison are depicted in

Figure 3.31-3.33.

We can see that the FAP-20 lH NMR spectrum is almost exactly the same as the

empty rotor one, except a small line at 0.18 ppm, which implies very little structural OH-

constituents in this particular sample. In other words, the c column is filled up mostly by

F anions rather than oH groups. This result strongly supports the assignment ofthe - 109

ppm signal to the HFAP site.



80 60 40 20 0 -20 .40 -60 ppm

Figure 3.31: lH NMR echo spectrum (rotated at 12 kHz) of a fluorapatite sample FAP-20

80 60 40 20 0 -20 -40 -60 ppm

Figure 3,32: Empty rotor rH NMR echo pulse spectrum (rotated at 12 kHz)
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Figure 3.33: Central peak comparison of rH MAS NMR spectra between FAp-20

empty rotor

Because of rotor peak overlap in all FAP samples studied by rH NMR, little

structural information would be obtained by this potentially valuable tool.

3.2.5 t3c NMR

l3C is a spin-% nucleus with a low natural abundance (1.1%), and intermediate

gyromagnetic frequency (150.8 MHz under. 14.1 T). In oul situation, carbonate is always

a minor component in apatitic matrix, so it is very difficult to obtain an informative l3C

NMR spectrum, even thlough the isotopic enrichment was applied in this experiment. A

cross-polarization pulse sequence was used to transfer polarization fi'om leF to I3c nuclei,

which enhances the sensitivity for the lower abundance spins. Unfortunately, we could

not get a useful l3C NMR spectrum, so no examples can be listed here.
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4. CoNCLUSIot{s

In this structural study of apatitic materials, many laboratory techniques were

employed, and all ofthem have their own unique aspects. For example, SEM and EMPA

are good at verif,ing the sample purity; XRD can probe the crystal structure and the

compositional content; FTIR is important for distinguishing A-type or B-type carbonates

and OH concentlation; EPR is suitable for defect inspection; NMR is the most powerful

for studying quantitatively local F environments, even for low level defects. Specifically,

because the variation of apatite structure is mostiy focused on the fluorine channels (i.e.,

the c axis), leF NMR is a very sensitive approach to studying the various natural and

synthetic apatitic structures, as opposed to l7O, 3lP and lH NMR.

IeF NMR investigates the F sunoundings from both bulk (CO3-F site) and c

channel perspectives. Particularly IeF MAS and reF13rPl REDOR NMR are employed

principally to study fluorine incorporation in our specimens, in conjunction with the

application of other laboratory techniques, such as FTIR for compositional determination

and EPR. The NMR peak assignments are based primarily on the compositional

information and the chemical shifts. As a result, four important conclusions are

summarized as follows:

(1). FAP sites (in ideal stoichiometry) always produce a characteristic peak at

approximately -103 ppm with a standard anisotropic shielding and asymmetry parameter.

This leF resonance is reasonably well resolved with a relatively strong and sharp signal.



(2). In the presence of carbonate, the excess F- anions are preferentially associated

with carbonate, possibly forming a tetrahedral-like (c03F)3- anion, which substitutes for

tetrahedral POa3-as B-type carbonate, giving rise to the -88 ppm peak. This structural

motif can be quantified by teF NMR, whereas FTIR can only qualitatively identift it.

(3). In the hydroxyapatite phase, the c colum¡ is mainly occupied by disordered

OH groups with short-range order, and the fluoride ions generally sit in the centre ofthe

OH chains as 'reversal sites', to give rise to the - 109 ppm peak in HAP or FHAP site. In

the fluorapatite phase, the c axis is filled primarily by fluoride ions; the OH groups only

partially substitute for F ions at the HFAP site, to give rise to the - 109 ppm peak. With

the presence ofexcess calcium, fluorine may form CaF2 as an impurity phase, to give rise

to a contribution to the - 109 ppm peak as well. In order to assign this resonance conectly,

'nF{"P} REDOR and variable spinning rate NMR experiments were carried out on a

natural FAP-I6 sample.

(4). Many small peaks around the central FAP line were detected by IeF MAS

NMR, and they were assigned to defects according to their EPR spectra. In pafiicular, the

- 105 ppm peak comes fiom an ., F defect, and -l0g ppm peak is likely due to a FOF

defect. Also we cannot rule out the possibility of CaF2 contribution to the -109 ppm peak,

as additional experiments could not distinguish them quantitatively.

(5). In addition, the fluorine-19 NMR peak linewidth is a good indicator. of the

degree of crystallinity and substitutional purity, with peaks as naffow as 100 Hz in a

synthetic fluorapatite and as broad as 2600 Hz in natural elephant teeth.

In summary, its very high sensitivity and resolution make leF MAS NMR an ideal

analytical approach for distinguishing different fluoride-containing apatitic environments,
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in addition to determining detailed apatitic structure, such as very lo',¡/-intensity defect

sites.

The NMR techniques for other nuclei (namely, r7O, 3rp and rH) are also helpful

for the fluorapatite structural study. l?o NMR distinguishes three different oxygen sites;

3rP NMR shows a single type of phosphorus tetrahedra; while rH NMR indicates the

presence of structural OH groups (i.e., assists in determination of HFAp site and CaF2

site). However, each of these faces limitations, which makes leF the most useful

analytical NMR tool for fluorapatites. All the data from reF NMR are summarized in
Table 3.

Table 3: leF NMR Parameters
Sample

No.
Sample description õ,,0

(ppm)
intensity

"/.
FÄP-l Natural: on-stoichiometry FAP FÄP: -103.6 100
FAP-2 Natural: carbonate fl uorapatite FAP: -103.2

CO¡2-: -88.9
9r.7
8.3

F'AP-3 Natural: carbonate fluorapatite FÃP: -102.7
CO"2-: -88.6

93.0
7.0

FAP-4 Natural: carbonate fluorapatite FAP: -103.8
CaFz: -110.3

44.0
56.0

FAP-5 Synthetic: without carbonate FAP FAP: -103.1
- 105.6

93.5
6.5

F'AP-6 Synthetic: without carbonate FAP f'AP: -103.0
-101.0
-105.0
-105.7
-109.0

81 .0

4.0
5.0
8.0
2.0

FAP-6
Annealed
1000'c

Synthetic: without carbonate FAP
amealed at 1000'C

for 2 hours

FAP: -103.0
- 101.0
-10s.7
- 109.0

79.3
3.5
15

1.2
FÄP-6

Annealed
1200'c

Synthetic: without carbonate FAP
annealed at 1200'C

for 2 hours

FAP: -103.0
-101.0
-105.7

79.3
3.5
t6
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-109.0 1.2
FAP-6

Annealed
1400'c

Synthetic: without carbonate FAP
annealed at 1400"C

for 2 hours

FAP: -103.0
-101.0
-105.7
-109.0

64.6
10. I
25
0.2

F'AP-7 Svnthetic: without carbonate FAP FAP: -102.9 100
FAP-8 Svnthetic: without carbonate FAP FAP: -102.9 100
F'AP-9 Synthetic: without carbonate FAP

Low-temnerature svnthesis
FAP:
CaX'r:

-103.1
-108.5

78.0
22.0

F'AP,1O Syntheticr without carbonate FAP FAP: -102.5
- 100.8
- 103.5
-i 05.s

93.7
1.0
2.1
1.2

FAP-I1 Synthetic: without carbonate FAP FAP: -103.0
CaFz: -108,8

90.0
10.0

F'AP-12 Synthetic: without carbonate FAP FAP: -103.1
-105.s

CaFz: -109.1

NaF: -225.4

69.0
0.1

8.9
22.0

F'AP-13 Synthetic: without carbonate FAP FAP: -103.1
CaFr: -108.6

81 .3

18.7
FAP-T4 Synthetic: without carbonate FAP FAP: -103.1

CaFz: -108.7
90.5
9.5

F,A.P-15

Natural: carbonate FAP

X'AP: -103.2
CO32-: -88.7
CaFz: -108.7

77.5
2.5

20.0

FAP-I6 Natural: without carbonate FAP FAP: -103.1
CaFr: -109.1

37.7
62.3

FAP-17 Natural: carbonate FAP FAP: -103.1
CO:2-: -89.3

87.7
12.3

FAP-18 Natural: carbonate FAP FAP: -102.9
CO¡2-: -88.6
CaFz: -108.7

90.0
2.5
7.5

HAP-19 Natural: carbonate-F-bearing HAP FAP: -103.1
CO32-: -89.4

FHAP: -109.2

45
2
53

FAP-20 Natural: Elephant tooth enamel FAP: -102.9
CO32-: -88.7
HFAPr -108.7

68.5
0.5

3 i.0

.!. The isotropic chemical shift õ¡,o and the span C) are in the unit of ppm; intensity is

the percentage of individual site to the whole area,
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4. SuccESTroNS FoR
FUnTHERREsEARCH

Apatite is the most naturally abundant phosphate on the Earth, and it is well

known for its extensive compositional variations. Indeed, apatite can incorporate more

than a halfofthe elements from the periodic Tablel3. The numerous structural variations

in apatite result in versatile applications in many areas. This is one reason why apatite has

been of considerable scientific interest to biologists, rniner.alogists, irrorganic and

industrial chemists for many years.

Due to the importance ofdetailed apatitic structural studies, this thesis is mainly

concerned with anion occupants of the c column from fluor- (F-) to hydroxyapatite (OH-)

end-members. Many instruments are involved in the determination of the apatitic

structure, such as NMR, FTIR and EPR etc. Especially, the REDOR NMR method is

employed to distinguish the CaF2 from the FHAP/HFAP site. Also certain types of

defects are determined structurally. However, we mostly focused on the structural

alterations in the fluorine channel. It would be very helpful biologically if the detailed

incorporation of apatite and natural bone or protein can be studied at the molecular level

of chemical bonds, bioactivity and biocompatibility. A detailed exploration on the

interactions between apatite implants and biological hard tissues has great significance

for medical applications.

t1l



Additionally, more work should be done from the perspective of metal exchange,

including charge balance. For example, the metal cation (Ca2*) can be substituted by K,

Na, Mn, Ni, Cu, Co, Zn, Sr, Ba, Pb, Cd, Sb, Y, U, and rare earth elements (REEs).

Apatite is very tolerant to compositional variation and structural distortion, so it is a

potential material for the long-term disposal of radionuclides. If more information about

the incorporation between apatites and REE elements can be explored structurally, it

cerlainly will guide us to find the best way to dispose nuclear wastes.
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